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or

PREFACE

AFTER
many interruptions I am at last enabled to

issue the present work, the result of about forty

years' observation of the wonders and beauty of

the daylit sky. If it afford the reader but a tenth part

of the pleasure and interest it has given the writer in

its preparation he will be satisfied.

It is not a formal treatise even upon the branch of

Meteorology of which it treats, but a record of personal

observations with a view to forecasting weather and de-

veloping a delightful field of Nature-Study. It will be

seen, moreover, that in the earlier portion of the work the

Author has adopted a method of analysis, not much applied

hitherto, defining the various Features of Cloud-Formation,

e.g., Line, Volume, Colour, and the like
;
and this with a

view to stimulate observation and inquiry into the physical

conditions of their attendant phenomena.
The writer takes this opportunity of expressing his

grateful acknowledgments to those who have so kindly

assisted him in this work
; notably to Captain D. Wilson-

Barker, President of the Royal Meteorological Society, to

M. Eugene Antoniadi, to Mr. A. Horsley Hinton, to Mr.

Alexander Old, and to the Proprietors of Knowledge for

permission to use their admirable photographs, to Mr. Cuthbert

Rigby and Mr. Arthur Cox for their excellent drawings,

and to the Meteorological Society and the Proprietors of

Knowledge to reprint articles in their respective journals.
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THE CLOUD WORLD

INTRODUCTION

TO
produce a full, analytical, and accurate account of

the formation and varieties of cloud, in the present

stage of science, would appear to be impracticable.
Not only are the forces at work numerous, subtle, and diffi-

cult to expound, but their most striking phenomena arise,

for the most part, at elevations where they cannot be

satisfactorily followed. The use of the balloon may even-

tually give valuable assistance : it has done something already.
But these observations from mountain stations, though very

interesting, are not altogether applicable to a flat country
and lower elevations.

There are many cloud phenomena, too, which must be

regarded as local. Travellers can witness to this fact. The
writer has in his possession some graphic and beautiful

sketches the work of an artist who has long studied clouds

of cumulus taken in Texas. In England these would cer-

tainly be regarded as phenomenal. They are enormous in

volume, and can only be compared with the most gigantic

piles of electrical cumulus appearing in this country, at rare

intervals, during severe thunderstorms.

It is true, however, that the same general laws of formation

must prevail in all climates. Forms which are due apparently
to geographical change are not radically different, but may
be regarded simply as variations of magnitude, intensity, or

combination of the leading types that are found in any
climate. These varieties illustrate the general prevalence or
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reign of physical law, even in the wayward and volatile

medium of the air, and their correlation gives us a grand and

ever-expanding conception of Nature's unity.

This descriptive treatise is not an attempt to investigate

atmospheric vapour in its wider or chemical sense
;
but rather

a contribution to cloud studies as viewed from the earth. Its

object is twofold. First, to offer the results of the writer's

personal observations, with a view to the better forecasting

of weather. Secondly, to commend to the tourist, the cyclist,

and the city man a delightful and refreshing field of study

which may add a charm to a summer holiday. In England,
as has been jocosely remarked, we have plenty of weather.

We often wait a long time before " the clouds roll by." Let

us, then, try to make something out of them. In addition to

the larger benefits of philosophical and artistic study, many
of the forms of cloud are so beautiful and so practically

valuable as to deserve being carried in the mind's eye con-

tinually as weather guides.

Of such a character are the Hail Cumulus, the Electrical

Cumulus, the Festoon Cloud, the Saw Cloud, the Barred

Cumulus, the Fish Stratus, the Amorphous Cirrus Sheet

(Ruskin's Plague Cloud), the High Rain Cumulus, and others.

An accurate knowledge of these few forms alone is itself a

useful acquisition, and worth more than an acquaintance with

all that has been written on cloud classification. The student

is recommended to be careful in his observations to watch

for generic or typical forms, not accidental shapes. It is true

that certain peculiar shapes frequently indicate types : e.g., the

leaf-like edge of the High Rain Cumulus
;

but merely
fantastic shapes themselves are of little significance. Take

an example the serrated, or Saw Cloud, represents a type
of stratus, tending to form electrical cumulus : it is indicative

of thundery weather. The Bead Cloud is a double variety of

the Saw type, more nearly akin to cumulus. The Folke-

stone Pillar is another and highly electrical variety. It is

sufficient, for the purpose of forecast, to recollect the signi-

ficance of the first, or type form, viz., the Saw Cloud.
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Festoon Cloud.





INTRODUCTION

It has been said that the foundation of all modern cloud

knowledge is based on the relation of cloud forms to
" isobaric lines

;

"
but a very little reflection will show the

reader that a knowledge of theories, derived from observa-

tions connecting clouds with isobars, can only be the

possession of a very few, and that, even when possessed,

can never be of practical use in estimating the value or

raison d'etre of the numberless and ever-changing forms.

Such theories are mainly interesting to the mathematical mind.

No. It is rather to the natural "
Sagacity and morality of

atoms" 1
(to vary the title of J. E. Taylor's popular botanical

work), that we must look for the key to interpret the ever-

changing metamorphoses of clouds. Show to any intelligent

person a snow crystal with its lovely symmetry, its pris-

matic hues, its countless possibilities of shape, its law of

refraction
; explain the beneficent results of the law of ex-

pansion at freezing-point, the non-conducting protective

quality of the snow-mantle, and other physical properties of

the snow-flake, and you give to a study of the snow-cloud

charm and interest, where a discussion on isobars and anti-

cyclones would confuse or repel.

I have 2 elsewhere suggested that the general form and

character of a cloud mass must result from the character

and condition of its component particles, just as the form

of a tree must result from its constituent atoms. This is

perhaps the most interesting and the most practically edu-

cative view of the forms of atmospheric water, and I should

like, therefore, to make it, for these reasons, the basis of the

treatment. But knowledge of physical law in such fields as

meteorology is, in one generation, so often called ignorance in

the next, that we should guard against theorising too far.

Otherwise the whole structure of our system may seem, in

another generation, only an ephemeral scaffolding. But

our knowledge of the relations of cloud phenomena to

the molecular forces that control them is indeed small

1 " The Sagacity and Morality of Plants." By J. E. Taylor.
2 See " Beneath Helvellyn's Shade

"
(Elliot Stock).
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quite inadequate for the production of a systematic
treatise.

Absorbed in the elastic, invisible mantle that wraps our

pendent world, and constantly varying its metamorphoses,
there floats, at all times, a sea of vapour which, precipitated,

would cover the entire globe with snow to a depth of twenty
feet. This volatile sea, lifted from the ocean beneath and

balanced chiefly by sun-power acting from a distance of

ninety-two millions of miles, may therefore be described as a

potential or overhanging reservoir, as pregnant with destruc-

tive force for the habitable earth as the sides of the Matter-

horn for a village at its foot.

Necessarily, then, all that bears on the knowledge of this

upper ocean and the forces by which its motion is regulated,

is of vast interest.
" Dost thou know the balancings of

the clouds?" is a saying of an inspired writer, and aptly

expresses the complexity of the study. What can be more

expressive of uncertainty and confusion than the retreating

pallium of the uplifted nimbus, when autumnal rain-storm is

departing at close of day ;
what more ominous and suggestive

of life's disasters than the blue-black floor of the quivering
base of the thunder-sheet, when, with rustling roar and flaming

banners of lightning, the armies of the hail-storm advance ?

It has been in the writer's experience to witness such a

visitation
;
when the terror-struck rustics fled for shelter,

expecting the crack of doom
;
when the first shots of the

hail flitted hither and thither edgewise, and were mistaken

for large white rose-petals tossed through the darkening air,

and then dashing from the ground in a spray that rose four

or five feet from the earth, a deep, ominous roar of the

elements ushered in a complete bombardment, and in a few

seconds glass was broken that took a small army of glaziers

months to repair. This storm, an account of which is given

below, occurred on July 8, 1893, a day that will be a lifelong

memory for the inhabitants of Richmond in Yorkshire
;
a

phenomenal occurrence truly, and in nothing more so than

in the terror that it awakened in mortals, excellently
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illustrating the tremendous possibilities of the unknown

forces that ever encompass us.

Nowhere in Nature's realm shall we find the Reign of Law

more suggestively shown forth than in fluctuations of the

atmosphere. Where uncertainty and destructive force seem

to prevail most, there do the physical energies that support

life most abound and minister to the wants of man, seed-

. ,,w"--

A. Old, photo.]

Hail Cumulus.

time and harvest witnessing the unshaken order of that

boundless Providence which "
visits the earth and blesses

it." And though the difficulties and complexities of atmo-

spheric investigation are obvious enough, it is with a firm

belief in this prevalence of law, and the value of observing

it, that we are induced to place on record these few results of

a lifelong study. Doubtless, if we could interpret aright the

signs of the sky, the uncertainties of present forecasts would
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be changed for the practical certainty of foreknowledge ;
but

the limitations of man's observant power preclude this result.

The partial benefits of an imperfect prediction are but a

slight fragment of the benefits accruing from a delight in

atmospheric research.
" The glorious canopy of light and

blue
"

stretching above us like a curtain, displays its glories

for the divine, the artist, the philosopher ; perhaps least of all

for the narrow scientist whose aim is merely utilitarian.



CONDITIONS AFFECTING FORMATION

IT

is often and justly remarked with regard to the study
of cloud phenomena that the general conditions of the

atmosphere should be connoted with observations of

cloud forms in order to obtain satisfactory forecasts. It is

needful to remember this in applying rules derived from

simple observation.

It is well, therefore, to make a few remarks specially on

this head, in addition to those elsewhere embodied in this

work.

The physical conditions which influence the formation and

decay of clouds are varied and complicated, and are them-

selves connected with a great variety of forces, some known
and some unknown.

As regards the latter, it may be enough to cite the Auroral

Cloud and its mysterious movements and immense elevation,

and to note the attendance of magnetic
" Storms

"
upon

auroral display. The peculiar geometric symmetry of some
forms of cirrus, and the significant neutralisation of the usual

cloud prognostics of rain during continued drought, may
also be adduced as giving a hint of unknown forces at

work.

The old saying that " circumstances alter cases
"
applies

with great force to all cloud prognostics.

Here are a few of the elements of circumstance and
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general condition that go to modify cloud phenomena and
observations :

1. Time of year.

2. Time of day.

3. Temperature.

4. Previous rainfall.

5. Pressure.

6. Degree of vapour saturation.

7. Electric condition.

8. Direction of wind currents.

9. Land configuration,

io. Proximity to sea.

This looks formidable, but it is certain that all these, and

doubtless other and unknown forces and conditions, go to

determine the form and movements of cloud. It may be

said that the mere thought of such complications is enough
to deter from the study of this branch of science. But

practice does wonders
; and, as Professor Ruskin remarked

to the writer of these pages, there is hardly any field in which

better results can be attained by
"
simple observation without

the use of costly instruments."

We only note under " General Conditions
" one or two

points, leaving it to the student's patience to acquire the

power, or instinct, of true " Connotation."

N.B. In the Evening :

Does the cumulus give place to stratus and increase its

elevation ? Does it resolve itself into strips and bends, and

tend to break up into separate drifts ? Do the masses of

cirrus grow thinner and gradually dissolve as the light fades ?

Do fine, level (not undulating) lines of stratus form in the

pallium, or intermediate sheet of cirro-stratus and cirro-

macula ? Do fine, thin, gauzy bands of cirrus form over the

sun at sunset?

If so, expect in each case fair weather to follow.

At sunset and at sunrise the most valuable prognostics of

weather may be made.
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Two main reasons may be given for this fact :

1. The temperature is changing quickly.

2. The sun's rays passing through a longer stretch of

atmosphere than when the sun is high, the result being a

foreshortening, i.e., intensifying of the effects of refraction,

and, in consequence, a greater facility for reading the vapour

quality of the atmosphere by its colouring.

Again note, as regards evening : if large, heavy packs of

cumulus, with sharp and defined edges come rolling up on

the wind, expect abundant rain, and a possible thunder-

storm. So much (by way of illustration) for
" Time of

Day."

Degree of Saturation.

If, after heavy rains, when the air is full of vapour, the

wind brings up fresh rolling cumulus into the already
saturated atmosphere, it is obvious that rain will be pre-

cipitated by the fresh accession of moisture almost as soon

as the cloud is overhead.

This may often be verified during autumnal storms.

If the cloud mass arriving were of much higher tempera-
ture than the air on which it impinges, and of very great

extent, the reverse action might take place, but this is an

occurrence too rare to need consideration here.

Electric Condition.

The clouds themselves are such excellent indicators of

atmospheric electricity that accurate observers will need no

electroscope ;
the forms themselves, when accurately known,

are the best atmospheric electroscopes in existence.

Pressure.

It is obvious that a good barometer will often give material

help in prognostication. Rising barometer i.e., heavier

pressure decreases the chance of vapour precipitation ;
a

falling one heightens it. A general lassitude and nerveless

condition of the human body may often obviate the need of
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an instrument to indicate low pressure ; buoyant spirits will

similarly show a rising glass.

But enough has been said to show that every observer

should correlate for himself physical conditions with the

cloud phenomena which they accompany.



M
ON THE MOTION OF CLOUDS

OVEMENT in the clouds should be carefully noticed

and its character discriminated. A rotary or whirl-

ing movement of the parts of a cloud-mass about a

centre, accompanied by looseness of texture and very softly

defined edges, is attendant on dry weather and often a sign

of it. This movement characterises the "
Helm," or " Helium "

Cloud of the Lake district, and is attended by easterly and

north-easterly winds.

A seething, boiling motion, as of globular masses swelling

out from the centre of a larger mass, is generally a sign of

electrical condition, and may often be observed upon the

sides of a large pile of electrical cumulus.

A straightforward, rapid movement in the lower drift is

doubtless usually due to wind, although very little wind may
be perceptible ;

but at times it appears to be caused by some

form of attraction, or repulsion, as in the case of sea-fog or

the singular smoky, cumulus mist, often very dark in colour,

which at intervals presents itself in settled dry weather, and

even during drought.
A rotary cylindrical movement about an axis, the clouds

forming a roughly shaped cylinder, hollow inside, may be

seen, at times, in squally weather, and occurs chiefly in

autumn. The surface of the cylinder is formed of visibly

increasing cloud, produced apparently by a rotary current of

air differing in temperature from the contiguous vapour.

The inner movement of cloud particles scarcely comes

within the scope of a popular treatise on cloud forms. It is

obvious enough, however, that there is often a great deal of
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motion among the particles forming a cloud-mass, quite

invisible from the earth. Various forces e.g., heat, electricity

which at a certain moment, and in a very short space of

time, may determine visibility, liquidity, density, or crystallisa-

tion. These forces must, again, be regarded as related to and

operating on one another by the laws of their correlation e.g.,

heat, causing evaporation, develops electricity ; electricity

produces expansion by liberating gases ;
mechanical particles

on one another produce heat by the law of percussion ;
an

electric current may develop magnetism ; magnetism, again,

may affect electric action, and so on, even with forces yet
unknown to us. (See Tyndall's

" Heat and Mode of Motion.")
All these changes may affect the movement and form of

clouds.

In the case of" Dropping" cumulus several such cylindrical

bands may be observed to form parallel to one another and

shortly to dissolve again.

A general movement of the masses of cumulus, advancing

together over the whole sky, often signifies the rising of a

storm.

A positive motion of projection, one cloud rapidly issuing

from another, is rarely seen except in stormy weather, and

usually during autumnal or winter gales, and illustrates the

great variety of forces at work in the atmosphere. On one

occasion I observed, from the front of a lowering mass of

hail cumulus, a ball of condensed cloud, almost round and of

the apparent size of half the sun's disc, project itself rapidly-

forward, drawing a trail of cloud behind it. This trail slowly
melted away, and the ball soon disappeared.

A majestic, slow, equable movement of the pallium of

cirro-cumulus, across the whole sky, at a uniform elevation

each cloudlet keeping its own .position, betokens fine weather.

The uniformity of elevation should be noted and the absence

of large, bulging cumulus to give this indication its true value.

Distinctly opposite motion of cloud masses and a multi-

plicity of currents occur generally in thundery weather and,

if anything, betoken rain.



C. H. Cox.]

Electrical Cumulus, Texas.





ABSORPTION

THE
absorptive power of the atmosphere is such that the

appearance and disappearance of large masses within

a few minutes sometimes excites wonder. This is well

observed in a period of drought. During about an hour's

drive in Suffolk, in August, 1896, the whole sky gloomed over

in the most threatening manner and rapidly dissolved again

in two or three minutes, the weather being quite calm at the

time. Many of the forms were so evidently electrical as to

suggest that the variation in absorptive power of the whole

atmosphere largely depends on electrical action. This is

confirmed by the fact that the blackest and most condensed

conditions of the vapour and the most sharply cut outlines

occur before and during electrical discharges. During

droughts this dark purple gloom forms and disappears

again in a curious manner. The largest hailstones ever seen by
the writer, some of which were as large as a florin, came from

a blue-black pallium marked by bulging and ominously

undulating lines of nimbo-stratus. This was near Richmond,

Yorks, July, 1893. ( Vide chap. "Hail Cloud," infra.) Absorp-
tion depends on temperature ;

but temperature itself partly

depends on electrical action.

During hot, thundery weather, thin, dark lines of

stratus may be seen forming, like bars, right across the

towering packs of electrical cumulus. As you watch, these

stratus bars rapidly increase in thickness and length. As

they grow they assume a fish-like shape pointed at the ends

and reaching right across the rifts of blue between the packs
of cumulus. If you continue to observe, you will see the

3 I7
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following process, which the writer several times observed at

Silloth, in July, 1896.

When the dark, fish-like stratus has attained its limit of

dimension, it will, in a few minutes, form a jagged, lumpy

edging, become lighter in texture, and then dissolve into a

loose line of cumulus cloudlets. These will rise upon the

sides of the cumuli, which tower above them, and rapidly

become absorbed in their folds.

The rapid change of form in a cloud-pack when weather

is brightening and temperature rising is often remarkable.

Cumulus will at times be arrested and absorbed by the cirrus

lying above it, into which it completely vanishes. At other

times it will first break into loose cirro-cumulus and then fine

threads will form across these, and soon the curling lines of

cirrus will appear, and finally the whole will dissolve into

ordinary cirrus. Both these processes have been watched

by the writer.



INTERACTION

ON
Wednesday August 28, 1895, I made the following

observation on the effect which one pack of clouds

may have upon another. The neutralising of

practical extinction of the cirrus, at a rather low elevation,

was accomplished in this case by a drift of high cumulus

coming with a light breeze from the west.

The conditions were as follows :

The weather was beautiful, warm, and sunny. About
three miles high (at a rather low elevation for cirrus) a

narrow band of "
herring-bone

"
cirrus was drifting from

N.N.W. It was of unusual form an axis, from which

extended on both sides fine, curved and closely-packed
filaments. These filaments were twined together in curving

spirals, at a sharp angle with the axis. In form, this band

had a striking resemblance to a gigantic quill. Alongside of

it was a flat patch of loose matted cirrus.

The long, narrow band advanced from the N.N.W., and

apparently about a mile underneath it was another drift of

loose alto-cumulus coming from about W. The two drifts

were thus nearly at right angles. They had each a distinct

positive and rather rapid motion of its own. This I carefully

ascertained by taking their positions from a large elm tower-

ing above me. The two packs advanced
;
the loose cumulus

drifting under the cirrus. Suspecting from another similar

observation, taken many years ago, that the cumulus would

affect the cirrus, I observed the result, which was as follows :

The narrow cirrus band drifted '* side on
"

to the zenith,
19
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and the moving cumulus then concealed it for a few seconds

from sight. But when in five or six seconds the cumulus

had hurried past, the cirrus was nowhere visible. It had

totally disappeared, even the attendant broad patch had only
left loose fragments.

An almost precisely similar phenomenon happened in the

case of a drift of cumulus, and a halo as described by myself
in a paper communicated to the Meteorological Society,

October, 1878.

With regard to the nature of the force exerted by the

cumulus in these cases, it must be noted that a very wide

gulf often separates the drifts through which this force must

act. It might conceivably be electric or radiant
; but, in the

writer's opinion, much more probably results from the rush

of a warmer current of air, which, accompanying the lower

drift of cloud, reaches also to the upper, thus melting the

crystals or ice needles of the cirrus.

A certain amount of mystery, however, attends the extra-

ordinary rapidity with which the cirrus disappears. On the

day preceding the above phenomenon, vast packs of electrical

cumulus were rapidly rising and forming, and a gusty wind

prevailing.



BALANCE AND SUSPENSION

' T""^v OST thou know the balancings of the clouds ?
"

is a

1 question at least as old as the Book of Job. Water
-! S and ice being heavier than air, it becomes an interest-

ing problem to account for the serenity with which the clouds

float and sail above us. The key to this problem is to be

found in the continual currents existing in the atmosphere,
vertical and horizontal. The mechanical problem is exactly

analagous to that of a bird's flight. If the bird is shot, it

drops for want of propelling force : just so with the vapour

particle. It is not sufficient to assume the vesicular form of

water in the cloud molecules
;
we should need to assume a

higher temperature in the air enclosed by the vesicles than

in the surrounding atmosphere. How can this be maintained

especially at great elevations ?

It is the old problem of the composition and resolution of

force, complicated by the varying currents that owe their

origin to differing temperature arising from the diurnal and

annual movement of the sun. Summer and winter clouds

vary in complexion and quantity. Cumulus is the normal

cloud of noon, stratus that of evening.
In Ruskin's " Storm Cloud

"
there is an interesting passage

quoted from Homer, which represents the apparently fixed

position of the clouds that hang about the mountains, and

whose movement is necessarily invisible at a great distance.

A very strong wind is needed to render the movement of a

cloud at a distance of six or seven miles distinctly visible.

Cirrus is never j^w to move as rapidly as cumulus does in
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front of a breeze. This fact arises from its altitude, i.e.,

distance. To estimate its real movement the distance must

be known.

But when we come to consider the inner movements, i.e.,

motion of particles among one another, both observation and

reason tell a different tale with respect to this fixed appear-
ance. Elsewhere I have compared a cloud to an eddy, to

which the human body has been likened. The glittering

particles in the flame of a candle, the drops that form a

rainbow or a corona, the crystals that compose a halo or

Capt. Wilson Barker, photo.]

Halo.

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)

mock sun, though incessantly changing, present to us a fixed

object which we can steadily observe. But the apparent
steadiness is due to radiation from a mathematically fixed

locus, and represents the fixity of optical law, and the rapid

emission of rays which so closely succeed each other as to

produce the effect of continuity.

About twenty-three years ago, a sheet of snow-cloud seen

in the north of England was indicated by that rare phenome-
non the halo of 90. An eminent French savant (M. W.
De Fonvielle), having read the accounts given in Nature by
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the present writer and another observer at Liverpool, whose

positions were about . two miles apart, suggested obtaining

the height of the snow-sheet from the observations of this

halo. But the fact must be borne in mind that no two

persons can see the same halo, just as no two persons can see

the same rainbow : optical law forbids it. In the case of a

mathematical investigation of such a halo a very rough

approximation only could be arrived at.

Trigonometry applied to so shifting an object as a snow-

cloud must give very unsatisfactory results. The particles

themselves are rapidly shifting, and the point from which

the angles are taken not a fixed one, but varying for two

different observers or even the same observer if he alters his

position.

Now let us return to consider the movement and suspension
of ice and snow particles. The buoyancy and flotation of

solid matter in the air has not received from scientists as

much attention as the subject deserves. We have to consider

both the positive motion of the particles themselves and that

of the medium, viz., the atmosphere in which they float.

Various forces affect vapour and ice particles ; e.g., heat,

electricity, gravity between particles, gravity towards moun-

tains and other prominences, gravity to the earth, and last,

but not least, the force of crystallisation. The last-named

force has not perhaps been adequately .dealt with, in relation

to meteorology. Water is continually freezing and melting

by turns at a certain altitude. Let any one watch the

formation of ice-crystals upon still water, or look at the

flower-figures formed by breath upon a window-pane, and

he will have an idea of the extent of this force.

Then, with regard to the air currents. Passing by the

greater or annual movements, we have to reckon first the

diurnal action of the sun. The formation of cumulus at

noon, its subsiding into stratus towards evening, and dis-

appearance after dark, is a familiar instance of the daily,

upward current resulting from solar action. The rush of air

to fill a depression is easy to understand, as fluids must find
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their level. But there are multitudes of inner and smaller

currents to which I desire to draw attention, in relation to the
"
balancing of the clouds."

Mr. R. A. Proctor, many years ago, drew attention to the

singular flitting movement of fine particles of rain which at

times, noticeably during thunder showers, dance to and fro

horizontally and in all directions between the larger drops, as

if endued with vitality. Any one who, like the writer, has

attentively studied this phenomenon, will realise the com-

plexity of the forces at work in the atmosphere. Various

theories may be suggested to account for this dance of

atoms
; e.g., sudden formation of rain, electrical excitation,

repulsion. Such fine particles appear very much like some

gnats which 1 once observed carrying on their dance unhurt

among the drops of a heavy shower of rain.

The movement of very small particles, whether of fog, haze,

or dust, and evidently at times that of the lesser rain particles,

can scarcely be taken in the same category as that of ordinary

rain-drops. Observe the motion of motes upward^ as well as

downward and sideways, in a sunbeam. In a room where

the air is, to our sensation, perfectly still, they go on calmly

ascending. We cannot regard these dust atoms, spores,

germs, &c., as being lighter than air to give floating power.
To explain such balance of particles in the air we must, it

seems, have recourse to the upward and horizontal currents

in the air, but not without regard also to the attraction of

gravity and electricity between the floating particles them-

selves. Atmospheric electricity is too little known to be of

practical value in estimating motion.

The downward movement of a vesicle of fog is given by

K;cmptz at thirteen decimetres per second after a fall of six

or eight hundred metres. "In vacuo
"
the fall of a fog vesicle

would be rapid ;
in the air it has to displace what lies beneath

it. To those who object that in any case the vesicle must

fall while clouds are seen to be suspended this eminent writer

replies :

" To those who have often observed fogs on the plain and
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clouds on mountains all the marvel disappears. A cloud,

indeed, is not a motionless mass, as may be seen by observing

it at a distance
;

it is, on the contrary, in perpetual motion.

When the vesicles, as they are carried along by the wind,

arrive in a dry air they dissolve, whilst on the side of the

wind the vapour is precipitated in the vesicular state. Thus

a cloud apparently motionless often slowly descends, and its

lower part is continually dissolved, while the upper con-

tinually increases by the addition of new vesicles." x

Thus Kaemptz is in agreement with Espy that every cloud

is either a forming or dissolving cloud, and more so with the

remark I have elsewhere made, that many are both forming
and dissolving clouds at the same time. It has been stated

that particles of dust vomited by volcanoes are heavier than

water
;
doubtless they often are, but not always. They, too.

are suspended and belched forth to great distances in the air,

In pursuing this inquiry, the attraction of light objects by
electrified substances should not be forgotten. There is a

curious phenomenon, viz., the chasing of small particles by
one another when heated, to which I desire to draw the

reader's attention. Upon the black-leaded surface of a hob

in an old-fashioned grate small bits of dried paper, wood, or

ash may be noticed rushing over the surface with great

velocity and that at a time when there is but little draught.
These particles will dash after each other when many of the

contiguous particles are perfectly still. What causes this rush-

ing movement within so limited an area ?

1

Kaemptz,
" A Complete Course of Meteorology."



CLOUD LINES

THE
character of the lines which any sky presents is

significant and valuable in forecasting weather. This

character is, of course, a resultant of the outlines and

perspective of the separate cloud-masses forming the sky.

Thus :-

A great multiplicity of lines running in varying directions

is indicative of rainy weather
; especially after a fine spell.

Very much broken and jagged outlines are generally seen

in thundery and showery weather, especially when the

cumulus is very high ;
alto-cumulus taking a flattened form

with softened, loose edging is significant of drought.

Very small, jagged, and serrated indentations are, almost

always, indicative of electrical disturbance.

Very soft, ill-defined edging in the separate masses is

characteristic of fair weather. It is, however, of less signifi-

cance in winter than summer and does not apply to very
low stratus or nimbus or to cumulus which has any part of

its outline hard or definite. The hard edging is more signifi-

cant of rain than the soft edging is of fine weather.

Very distinctly marked, sharp lines in the edges of clouds

are commonly significant of showery and changeable weather.

A great mixture of curves, straight lines, &c., running in

different directions possess a similar predictive value.

Normally in fine weather clouds should range themselves

in one or other of the four main types according to altitude.

Mixed clouds and mixed lines mean mixed weather or bad

weather.

30
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Sharp lines and strong contrasts between the clouds and

the blue sky intervening characterise electrical cumulus and

are indicative of condensation, but they are partly due to

effects of light and to altitude
; they often indicate wind or

hail.

Undulating lines, whether in individual clouds or in a

heavily massed sky, are significant of nimbus forming, and

indicate rain.

Curves of a geometrical cast with very even edging, and

especially when well-defined in form, are indicative of squally

weather and strong winds. The Festoon Cloud, or Rain Ball,

is an illustration of this.

Rounded cirro-cumuli blended with a background of pallio-

cumulus so as to show an almost entire absence of definite

line edging and little or no surface marking, occur in dry
weather

;
this phenomenon is rare. The protuberances are

raised so softly from their base as to give the appearance of

something carefully smoothed by hand
; they slightly resemble

the swelling caused by heat when a thickly painted surface

rises from the formation of air bubbles beneath it. This form

of cloud was repeatedly seen during the fine, calm weather of

September, 1894, in Cumberland (west). It also characterised

the great frost of February, 1895.

Vertical lines are unusual, and occur chiefly in hail

cumulus. If of considerable length and marked with

nodulus projections or a serrated edging, they become

significant of stormy weather. In this case they may be

considered typical rather than accidental forms and indicate

electrical action. Such lines may be looked for in late

autumn and during thunderstorms.

Very long lines characterise the "
Cirroid-band," and they

indicate, frequently, a change of wind.

Crossed and matted lines forming a fine, filmy texture in

the cirrus and cirro-stratus at sunset have recently (1895)

characterised the dry weather of spring and summer.

Ruskin's " Storm-cloud of the Nineteenth Century
"
presents

this matted form, which the great critic has termed "
mangy,"

4
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but the type described by Ruskin is more condensed than

that now attended to.

Parallel lines, and the concentric curved forms termed in

Lakeland "
Messengers," are mostly a sign of showers.

When very straight and marking the surface of a large mass

they appear to have a similar value. Thin, straight, golden

coloured and bright orange lines over the setting sun, on

the other hand, indicate fine weather
; and, in winter, frost.



SHAPES OF CLOUD

THE
main types of cloud recur continually and they

have a relation to the character of their constituent

particles. Peculiar shapes of individual clouds cannot

usually be regarded as significant. To quickly discern typical

or generic forms is the result only of close and continued

observation.

"Animal" clouds, i.e., fantastic forms of living creatures, as

they are termed in the folk-speech of certain localities, are

typical and an indication of the approach of rain-storms.

"Anvil "-shaped forms, both of cumulus and stratus, are

equally foul -weather prophets, presaging wind and rain,

especially wind.
"
Pyramid

"
forms, notably when the apex is toward the

earth, are generally more or less electrical.

" Fish
"

shapes, i.e., stratus with the ends tapering to a

point, are mostly associated with wet, often with squalls and

snow-storms. " Globular
"
or baggy, and " festoon

"
or hang-

ing, curtain-like clouds are almost invariably connected with

rain and wind.
"
Profile

"
shapes, in which the human head appears

reclined upon the outline of a mass of cumulus, are frequently

electrical.

"
Bubbling

"
or nodulous forms, in which a pile of cumulus

seems to boil over on the outside, are almost invariably

electrical also.

" Saw "
forms, in which a long belt of stratus has a jagged

edge of small cumuloid projections, are also usually electrical.

35
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A " beaded "
line of stratus, in which the cumulus edging

appears both above and below the line of stratus, has the

same quality, being a variety (not common) of the " Saw "

cloud.
"
Dropping

"
or "

bolster-shaped
"
drifting packs of cumulus

are associated with showery weather
;

often with thunder

storms. These occur more in summer and autumn than in

winter.

"Jagged" and loosely fringed, very dark blue, black, or

purplish packs of strato-cumulus often indicate an approach-

ing thunderstorm, especially when the edges or lines of the

stratification are widely undulating and the edges bulging
forward. This ominous-looking, dark, dense, undulating

stratus attended the tremendous hail-storm of July, 1893,

in the Richmond district, Yorkshire.

Thick, dark "cylindrical" and "
stick "-shaped stratus is

also an attendant on stormy and changeable weather. The

dropping cumulus sometimes becomes nearly cylindrical, but

the cloud now referred to is much narrower, straighter, and

usually shorter than any dropping cumulus. It may be

known by its lying often at an angle with the horizon, and

crossing other forms of cloud above and around it. (See

article, "Thread Cloud.")
"
Herring-bone

"
shapes belong to the upper sky and are of

the cirrus class, and notify changeable weather. They are

found at times in the " Noah's Ark "
or "

Cirroid Band "
;
but

in this composite form have no more significance than the

ordinary cirrus
;
the Cirroid Band itself, however, commonly

notifies change of wind. ( Vide
" The Cirroid Band.")

"Ripple-marked" clouds, which occur in the middle or lower

upper zone, are understood by most meteorologists to result

from the impact of masses of air differing in temperature and

vapour saturation, the rolls or pellets representing the summits

or nodes of the undulations. The real problem presented is,

however, to account for the even or semi-symmetrical disposal

of the centres of gravity of the aggregation of cloudlets

forming the sheet or pallium. It seems necessary to assume
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the existence of a rotatory current or a centre of attraction in

the case of each cloudlet, as well as a general undulation of

the atmosphere. Here we see what complicated mechanical

problems are suggested by a close study of such forms. But

we pass on.



VOLUME; QUANTITY

SETTING

aside for the present absolute measurements

which vary from ragged patches of a few square feet or

inches to vast palliamany hundred square miles in extent,

we consider the effect of size and volume as presented to the

eye. Here we note that the same law operates as in the case

of terrestrial objects. A ship, for instance, does not look large

simply according to its real size, but for some peculiarity in

its proportions. Just so with clouds
;
and this remark applies

naturally more to cumulus than to other varieties. It may be

noted that the immense masses of cumuli, which at times

present such proportions as to arrest attention and excite

wonder, are, as a matter of fact, associated with abnormal

weather, and especially with gales. The very fact that their

lineaments and size arrest notice is itself an indication of their

excessive condensation and their individuality of form. These

features are themselves characteristic of a disturbed atmo-

sphere. It is not the vast sheets of cloud extending half over

the country that give the sensation of vastness, but the

abnormally large and high packs of cumulus whose limits

are palpable enough.



ABSOLUTE HEIGHT OF VARIOUS FORMS

AS
each class and species of cloud has a certain range

of altitude, in which it may rise or fall, it is impossible
to give the exact height for each particular species.

Climate and temperature should also be noted in such esti-

mates. With respect to climate, the writer. has drawings of

cumulus of portentous height and colossal size, drawn in

Texas by an accurate observer, indicating the great heat and

the force of upward currents in that part of America.

It is useful to note that the limits of elevation are generally
stated by observers as reaching about 30,000 feet. Nearly all

the forms which have an elevation of over 20,000 feet are of

the cirrus type and its varieties, e.g., cirro-macula, cirro-

velum, &c.

To these must occasionally be added : Cumulus, when
electrical (otherwise

" Thunderhead " and "
S. Castellatus ") ;

" attached
"
stratus or cumulus bar often attending on electrical

cumulus.

The only form rising above 30,000 feet is the luminous

cloud or auroral cirrus (Nubes Fulgeus), a cloud of extreme

rarity and doubtful formation.

For the benefit of readers who desire exact figures though
such calculations often appear misleading the following

rough table of actual heights is here given :

TABLE OF HEIGHTS ABOVE SEA-LEVEL.

*Pure cirrus and its varieties ... ...\

Fine cirro-cumulus ... ... ...|

Cirro-macula
\

2O,ooo_to 30,000

Summits of alto-cumulus ... ...I

Electric haze and cirro-velum ... ...I

39
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Large cirro-cumulus ... ... . . . ,

Cirroid-band ... ... ...
...[

*Extended cirro-stratus and fish stratus!- ^OOOto 2O,OCX)

Higher rain and hail cumulus ... ...

Ordinary electric cumulus ... ...I

*Nimbus ... ... ... ... ...\

*Lower stratus 3,ooo
^0,000

Storm nimbus

Mist, scud, rag, and sea fog

N.B. Forms of stratus, cumulus, cirrus have a very wide

range of altitude, indicated by an asterisk in the Table.

It is interesting to note the relations of altitude and move-

ment. Cirrus, which seems so serene and placid, has at times

prodigious velocity. The speed of clouds in the upper currents

is highly deceptive, like that of an express train that seems

only to crawl in the far distance. Two hundred and fifty

miles an hour has been occasionally assigned to the cirrus.







COMPARATIVE ALTITUDE

IT

is, perhaps, not generally understood that, of the whole

mass of the atmosphere, far the largest part by weight is

within a comparatively short distance of the earth. At
three and a-half miles about one-half of the whole volume of

air by weight has been passed through, and at ten miles

six-sevenths.

How the cloud-forms, which we know, would behave at the

extreme limit of the atmosphere is entirely problematical.
The absolute height of a cloud is not of nearly so much con-

sequence as its height relatively to the form, density, and

volume. It is not easy to give an exact scale of altitude for

the various species, but the scale of heights given on pages

39 and 40 1 indicates that the main types have a proper
"habitat" or zone of the atmosphere. The following arrange-

ment is a rough sketch of the relative position of these

types with regard to altitude :

1. Cirrus and fine cirro-cumulus, sometimes invisible through
elevation. Electric haze, otherwise cirro-velum. " Mares'

Tail," or "Cirro filum." "Scale" cloud, Honeycomb cirrus, or

Cirro-macula.

2. Larger Cirro-cumulus
;
Cirro-stratus and Cirroid Bands

(Noah's Ark).

3. Electrical cumulus,
"
High rain

"
cumulus, Hail and

Alto-cumulus, which is electrical when with defined edges.

1 This scale represents the generally accepted approximation, ride

Ley's
"
Cloudland," which 1 have followed in some of the figures. S. B.

43
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4. Ordinary Fair-weather cumulus
;
Diurnal cumulus of

summer and Nimbo-cumulus
;
low Strato-cumulus.

5. Mountain mists, Sea-fog, Earth stratus, and Scud.

It seems to have been insufficiently observed by students

that no very positive statements can be made concerning the

extreme limit of cloud ascension in the atmosphere, for the

simple reason that the lighter forms, such as cirrus and

cirro-cumulus, become invisible at a distance of say twelve

to fourteen miles. Thus, a balloon ascending will reveal

clouds not visible on the earth, when the sky seems blue,

just as objects near the horizon blend with the blue of the

distance.

The chief thing to remember in regard to altitude is this :

that a law of interchange frequently operates in affecting

position, on the approach of a storm. Taking the two great

types of cirrus and cumulus, we find that the cirrus descends

lower and lower till about half or even less than half of its

normal elevation. It also assumes a more massive appearance
and increased volume, and loses gradually the "

striation
"

and fine curved markings from its surface. But the edges
remain entirely of the cirrus character, often curling and

sweeping upwards like gigantic sea breakers. In fact, cirrus

under these conditions partakes largely of the nature of

cumulus. In fine, dry weather I have seen a drift of cumulus,
arrested by cirrus formed far above it, rise and disappear
absorbed in the cirrus. Here the reverse action took place,

and fine weather followed.

Cirrus, in the form now described and forming cumulo-

cirrus,
1 is generally indicative of a falling condition of the

vapour, and certainly of a tendency to rain
;
while the ab-

sorption of cumulus into the "
upper zone cirrus

"
is indicative

of a high barometer and characterises very dry weather
;
the

most striking instance noticed by the writer being in a

droughty season. In this case, large packs of cumulus coming

1

Though this term has been abandoned as of a type, it is useful for

the variety indicated here. S. B.
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up with a northerly wind, on arriving at a point near the

zenith, rapidly vanished, their vapour evidently going to

swell the size of the patches of increasing cirrus situated

directly above the vanishing place. Their total disappearance

took place in a minute or two.



COLOURS OF SKY AND CLOUD

THE
tints, both of sky and cloud, appear to have re-

ceived but scant attention from students of weather.

It would be desirable to have an instrument supplied

with glasses of recognised standard tints in order to satis-

factorily test the colours. It seems clear that few persons

are gifted with a very keen sense or memory for colour, so

that an instrument of this kind might prove advantageous.

Colouring of the sky gives an excellent test of the quantity

and quality of invisible cloud, i.e., watery particles presenting

no definite shape sufficient for optical effects. The presence

of such particles is frequently revealed by halos or coronae,

corresponding respectively to snow or ice-crystals on the one

hand, and on the other to rain. These optical phenomena
occur not seldom in a clear blue sky. But it may be noted that

on such occasions the tint of the sky is abnormal. It may be

either of a lighter or much darker blue. When halos, parhelia

and coronae are unattended by cloud, they themselves present

the most striking prismatic hues. This strong colouring was

very noticeable in the remarkable parhelia of 1871, described

and figured by the writer in the Peoples Magazine (S.P.C.K.),

and even more so on the occasion of the great halo of

90 seen from Westnewton in Cumberland on the morning
of July n, 1894. (See Science Gossip, August, 1894.)

On that occasion the prismatic colours were magnificent and

more vivid than those of a rainbow. The writer has wit-

nessed the same brilliant tints also in coronae occurring in a

sky without cloud. On these occasions the sky is usually of

a light blue or greyish cast.
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The lighter forms of cirrus and nascent cirro-cumulus are

doubtless often so high as to be practically invisible through

distance, leaving the effect of a light blue homogeneous sky
beneath them. But very strongly coloured halos (on one

occasion about 30 in diameter) have been observed in a sky
of abnormally dark blue : this is very rare. These optical

phenomena are very interesting as showing the large amount

of watery and ice particles in the air when least suspected.

A light blue upper sky may sometimes be seen, if watched

attentively, forming cirro-cumulus by a kind of "
curdling

"

process, the clouds slowly developing themselves from certain

fixed points or nuclei an imitation of rain.

A very deep, hard blue, showing strong contrast with the

drifting clouds, is usually a sign of stormy weather.

It may not be out of place to note here that liquid oxygen
is a beautiful pure sky-blue in colour, and that the colour of

liquid air, as shown by the recent valuable researches of

Professor Dewar (Royal Institution), bears the same relation

to that of oxygen which the watery sky common in this

country does to the deep azure seen between the breaking
clouds after a storm.

Pure, soft, and delicate tints of cloud are, as a rule, seen in

fine or moderately fine weather
; mixed, hard, opaque, and

very uncommon tints betoken rain and storms.

Rich red tints in the stratus and cirro-cumulus at sunset

occur in dry weather, and, as a proverb tells us, precede it.

Drifting banks of violet-tinted cumuli, with undulating lines

marking their bases, is indicative of easterly winds. This

type of cloud prevails more on the east than west coast. It

is usually seen in cold weather, especially in spring.

A good knowledge of cloud colour is very valuable, but

extremely difficult to represent either by picture or word.

Artists often ignore the delicate shades that are so valuable

for weather forecasts. The fact that such various tints are

associated with special forms of cloud is a proof of their value

for observation. Being originated by the action of particles

upon the light rays they are shown to be intimately related
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to the structure of the cloud and its material. It is surprising

that so little attention seems to have been given to cloud-

colouring by meteorologists. Thus it is significant that in

Ley's
" Cloudland

"
the word " colour

"
does not occur in the

index
;
nor are any of its varieties commented on in his work.

Yet it is certain that clear reds are associated with fine

weather
; yellow with wind

; copper tints with hurricanes and

electric disturbances
;

"
ashey

"
arid mixed greys with rain

;

blue-black with approaching thunder storms; very opaque
and muddy tints with rain-storms

; pale and delicate yellows,

and deep orange in the " alto-cumulus
"
with thunderstorms.

All these the writer has, by many observations, verified.

It is beyond the scope of a popular work to analyse the

causes of these various tints
;
the subject also involves great

research. It is, however, of surpassing interest as well as

practical value, and a cultivated perception in this field of

observation is a rich source of the purest delight. Like that

of music, it seems to suggest the harmonies that underlie the

whole structure of the material universe, and unfold the

analogies of the spiritual. The sunset alone is a wide and

glorious study in either realm.

Evanescence is here strikingly exhibited, and these visible

glories palpably refer us to the enduring fountain of light.

On one occasion, as witnessed on the north Cornwall coast,

the whole upper sheet of mixed stratus and cirro-cumulus

became, at first, bright amber yellow, and as the sun de-

scended, changed colour completely and became ruby red.

True to its prognostic value, the following day was gloriously

fine, and a fresh breeze moderated the preceding heat.

RED. Red is usually thought to herald fair weather. But

the old adage,
"
Evening red and morning grey," &c., must be

taken cum grano.

Notice whether the red appears
1. Patchy, or diffused over a large area.

2. Pure in tone, or mixed and dirty.

3. High up in the cirroid-cumulus and upper sky, or low

down among the rag, drifting cumulus, &c.
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If pure and showing depth and transparency) Expect fair

If high and evenly diffused
j weather.

If upon patchy, raggy, or lowering masses
)

, ... , . i . f.
JLL<.X.IJCCL rdlll-

and pallia in the lower drift

T r j K j _ i
storms.

If in a very mixed or "
dirty sky J

YELLOW. Yellow is commonly and often rightly associated

with wind. This is specially noticeable when the alto-cumulus

or lower broken cirro-cumulus shows strong amber-toned

yellow all through. This type often occurs before gales on

the North Kent coast during autumn and winter. I observed

it repeatedly at Whitstable 1895-1896, and usually in the

strato-cumulus and drifting, broken alto-cumulus.

Note, that certain colours characterise certain special cloud-

forms. Thus a rich, deep, golden yellow belongs to cumulus of

the electrical type ;
rich ruby and crimson to the high cirro-

cumulus at sunset
; very bright, transparent golden yellow to

the barred and linear or cirroid stratus of the upper sky

(visible for the most part only at sunset) ; greenish tints, lurid

and brownish yellows to the nimbo stratus and " nimbo-

pallia" ; very dirty yellows and slatey purples to the festooned

pallia, and so on. Cirrus tints are immensely varied and not

seldom prismatic, even at midday.
GREEN. This tint is associated with wet or a saturated

atmosphere ;
it may be noted in the clear intervals between

heavy showers.



CLOUDS IN A CONTINUED FROST, 1895
i

CONSPICUOUS

by their absence during the long frost

of January and February, 1895, were the large masses

of cumuli with definite outline and contrasts of

light and shade.

A soft, even tone of colour and shade characterised the

irregular banks and sheets of alto-cumulus and strato-cumulus

which took the place of the ordinary forms. On each occasion,

i.e., twice or thrice in about eight weeks, when cumulus

appeared with sharply defined outline, snow fell. The cloud,

which appeared in the west at sunset, soon disappeared, and

was followed by a dark grey pallium that continued all day

during the great snow-storm of Wednesday, February 6th.

The cumulus was attended by a few isolated banks of " Fish

Stratus." A similar combination was observed at an earlier

period, before snow, when the " Cumulus Bar " was also seen.

(See Glossary.) It is remarkable that the ordinary forms of
" snow cumulus "

were hardly seen at all during the entire

frost.

One of the most noticeable forms was stratus forming near

the horizon in thin, straight, horizontal lines at sunset just

over the sun, and marked by a beautiful light-golden red.

This cloud appeared frequently, while all the rest of the sky
was blue and clear. It was doubtless invisible at the point

where it seemed located, being only visible by the fore-

shortening of widely extended sheets of vapour lying over

the earth at a high altitude. It was slightly marked at times
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CLOUDS IN A CONTINUED FROST 51

by cros,s-bars. The golden tint was a lighter red than that

usually preceding fine weather in summer.

Strato-cumulus of a character similar to that which marked

the drought of Autumn, 1894, prevailed during the early part

of this frost.

Cirro-cumulus of the ordinary kind, with definitely rounded

form, was not much seen, but its place was taken by loose,

A. Old, photo.]

Strato-cumuhis.

flat, irregularly placed cirro-cumulus patches of varying

magnitude.
Both this form and the "

alto-cumulus," which is near akin

to it, were very uniform in tint. On February loth the sky
was covered with filmy, curving cirrus, which was followed by
the long

"
cirroid bands "

of a hazy character running east

and west. In the day a slight halo formed
;
at night a lunar

"
burr."
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No change followed.

The occurrence of a white rainbow early in the frost and

the sun-pillar on January 3Oth will be found described under
"
Optical Phenomena."

From about February loth to February 2ist the sunset

sky assumed a much yellower tint, but this brought no

change.
On one occasion was seen a complete broad arch (Noah's

Ark) of pure, curving cirrus concentrated in large patches.

Strato-cumulus (q.v.) characterised the earlier part of this

frost. The latter part had more of the uniformly elevated

pallia of fleecy-edged alto-cumulus over all the sky, and

smaller flat patches of very filmy cirrus.

The occurrence of two or three drifts at distinctly varying
elevations was very rare. It happened about February i8th,

and was followed by some snow. In summer such varying
drifts often portend rain.

In connection with this subject it is noteworthy that the

level banks of filmy stratus near the horizon characterised the

drought of 1 898.



PALLIA IN EARLY SPRING

THE
recurrence of high cirrus and cirro-cumulus pallia

on April 15, 1895, and the week following was inte-

resting, especially in connection with the steady and

at times stiff east wind blowing at the time. During the

severe frost pallia in a lower drift predominated These were

more of the strato-cumulus type, thicker and of more rapid

movement. Then came a break of roughish weather, dark

skies, marked by very threadlike, undulating stratus forms

and very curious drifts of "
bending

"
or "

messenger
"
stratus

(see sketch), accompanied by abnormally cold west winds.

The " Cold Snap" from about April 5th to I5th is well

known, and the year 1895 witnessed another illustration of

this phenomenon, so puzzling to astronomers.

It is noticeable that the wind shifting from west to east

about April I2th brought no accession of cold; indeed, the

west wind was, if anything, rather colder. Everything was

very backward ;
influenza prevalent and summer birds slowly

making their appearance. It was therefore delightful to

behold the intensely pure ccerulean blue of the upper sky,

the exquisitely pencilled feathery filament of cirrus and the

lofty, delicately tinted, flat, pinky-white sheets of honey-

combed pallis that spread themselves in large sheets over the

heavens. The fine lines of cloud crossed each other in various

directions, not unlike the confused, matted plague-cloud of

Ruskin, but clearly pencilled.

Through the interstices peeped the soft ccerulean, and the

sheets rose far, far away into the azure distance; thus
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recalling the poet's account of Spring's approach when
she

" Lifts the light clouds sublime and spreads them thin,

Fleecy and white on all surrounding heaven."

This lasted several days, and wind continued easterly. The

higher pallia were followed by lower ones in the intermediate

drift, with very slight showers.

The reader may say now, Why this minute and poetical

rather than "
scientific

"
description ? The author's reply is

easy jaw-breaking technicalities are not science, and poetry
is the soul of Nature

;
but his object is to gain attention for

the pallia.

Quite different, both in form and signification, are these

flaky sheets and softly tinted, feathery filaments, from the

ordinary cirro-cumulus patches with their little globular

cloudlets, which seem to adhere to the dark, strong, opaque

blue, and which herald so often the approach of gales and

rain. The amount of "
pallium

"
marking the winter and

spring of 1895 was quite abnormal, and its connection with
"
droughty

"
seasons is very noticeable.

Moreover these pallia deserve more attention than has been

accorded them on account of their relation to earth forces

and to confirmed frosts and drought. (See article,
" Forms

Prevalent during Frost, 1895.")

Here again I note the occurrence of sheets or pallia as very

common during the drought of 1898.

The characteristic and most significant form attending the

drought and great heat of summer, 1899, was the perfectly

straight, filmy, high strato-cirrus, appearing both before sun-

rise and after sunset.



ON CERTAIN FORMS OF CLOUD OCCURRING
IN DROUGHT

DURING
a drought, when the sky not seldom threatens

rain, yet none falls, it is all-important in making fore-

casts to carefully note, i. The character and com-

plexion of the clouds that do occur. 2. The relations of

altitude. 3. The variety of species.

During the drought of August and September, 1894, m
Cumberland, the clouds studied were most interesting, and

the following notes may prove useful :

There was a total absence of very bright white clouds

during the whole period. Very bright cumulus is almost

invariably a sign of rain. Several of these almost infallible

monitors presented themselves before the first heavy shower

(October Qth) that brought the drought to a close.

The general complexion of the clouds that did appear

nearly every day was a very soft and somewhat smoky-tinted
drift of the cumulus and cirro-cumulus pallium. This pallium

floated with steady motion from east and north-east during
almost the entire period. It was accompanied by a very

light haze.

Skiddaw and Criffel, both visible from the district where

my observations were taken, were remarkably free from banks

of attached cumulus and stratus.

The cloudlets forming the pallium were beautifully soft in

their surface-marking and edging, blending together by almost

imperceptible gradations. These often presented delicate tints

of rose and pink.
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The presence of strato-cumulus fairly defined in the upper

part, but very loose underneath, was very noteworthy. This

form usually drifted in bands and long strips from about

north-east.

The larger masses of floating cumulus presented the same

S. Barber, photo.]

Drought Cloud or Roll Cumuhts.

characteristics of delicate tints, softened edging, and very

light texture which marked the cirro-cumulus.

Extensive bands of stratified cirrus and cirrus intermixed

with cirro-cumulus formed on various occasions an arch from

horizon to horizon (Noah's Ark), the direction was usually
about north-east and south-west. On two or three occasions

the arch was composed of pure, light-textured cirrus.



CIRRO-CUMULUS PALLIUM

THIS
cloud is often seen forming a dappled sky in con-

nection with "fish" stratus. It is a very beautiful

variety giving rise to those lovely effects of amber

light that kindled the muse of Milton. How serenely its soft

white forms sail across the bright disc of the mild autumnal

sun or the glittering moon, that exquisitely peeps through its

delicately tinted fringe !

In observing forms like the "
fish

"
stratus the effect of

perspective must be remembered. These forms are not really

strips of linear-shaped cloud, but represent the section of a

disc foreshortened by distance and position. Hence they are

usually seen near the horizon. Near the zenith they would

present a much wider surface.

On November i8th a lovely sky was observed by the writer

(west Cumberland) formed of this cloud, with "
fish

"
stratus,

parallel cirrus not often seen in perfection and rectilinear

cirrus.

This sky was specially interesting as showing how im-

possible it is to make wind accountable for origin for such

forms as we are now considering, and as illustrating the

tenacity of cirrus in maintaining its shape. The bright rays

of the sun pierced the broad, luminous fringe of a great sheet

of the strato-cirro-cumulus, as its dappled and loose-textured

form sailed slowly from the west. Above it, in the upper sky,

a higher and looser-textured patch of cirrus formed by straight,

blueish, parallel threads, marked the opaque blue of the

heavens, while right across this patch shot a perfectly straight
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pencil of rectilinear cirrus, like a long beam from the sun, and

crossing all the lines of the upper patch below it, yet above the

strato-cirro-cumulus sheet. All around, like vessels on a

summer sea, sailed numerous other sheets of the last-

mentioned cloud, appearing in fish-like form as they receded

towards the horizon. The lines ran in many directions, and

illustrated the prognostic value of discordant lines. 1

On this occasion the upper heavens had a singularly

opaque, solid appearance, though not a dark blue. What a

contrast to this serene midday effect the night that followed

wind, rain, and the blackness of darkness ! Stormy weather

set in on November 2Oth.

Must we not look to molecular forces to account for such

varieties of form as the foregoing ? Who could imagine wind

running in so various directions at one time : parallel lines, a

straight bar crossing them just below, and below that a

horizontal movement?

1 See Chapter on Cloud Lines.



THE STRATO-CUMULUS BAND

CERTAIN

forms of cloud appear to characterise

different years, prevailing over one or other of the

seasons of that year. This I have observed in the

case of the cloud termed by Professor Ruskiri the "
Plague

E. Antoniadi, photo.]

Fine-weather Cumulus.

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.}

Cloud," i.e., nimbo-cirrus sheet or amorphous cirro-pallium ;

the "
fish

"
stratus, the "

spatter
"

cloud, and also the form

now described.

This strato-cumulus band usually reappeared about sunset
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on the Cumberland coast during the months of August and

September, 1894, being characteristic of drought. It is rather

low-lying cloud, with a slow, steady motion, of a dark

purplish-grey somewhat loose texture, and moving in strips

and large bands from north-west-north to north-east. (Stratus
is admitted to be the normal formation for evening, and a

good sign for fair weather
;
but this

" Strato-cumulus band "

is rather cumulus than stratus.)

It appears very similar in texture to the Helm Cloud, and,

like that cloud, has a good deal of internal, whirling movement

among its particles. Sometimes it has a brown or dun
chocolate tint.



ON GLOOM IN DROUGHT

DURING
drought, which usually occurs with east and

north-east winds, a gloom somewhat like the ap-

proach of the nimbus pallium on the beginning of a

thunderstorm, rises in the east. A slight haze often attends

it, and its colour is mostly of a neutral, smoky tint, ruddy
or rusty yellow, not the genuine blue-black of an electrical

nimbo-cumulus. In West Cumberland it rises and spreads
from the mountains inland, and is attended by a gusty, whirl-

ing wind " Helium "
or " Helm "

wind.

This gloom has such a threatening look that even the sheep-
farmers are deceived by it. It occurred on various occasions

in the drought of September, 1894, each time signalling a

continuance of dry weather.

It must be observed that this dark sky is quite unattended

by the bright contrasts and brilliant white-and-yellow cumulus

seen in electrical disturbances.

The smallest patch, no bigger than "a man's hand," of

sharply-cut, dazzling white, lumpy cumulus is a far surer

monitor of rain than the blackest gloom attending the east or
" Helium " wind in a drought.

6 1



CUMULUS SIMULATING MOUNTAIN FORMS

DESCENDING

from Castrigg to the Vale of St. John

(on the morning of October 4, 1894) where Helvellyn

grandly towers in front, with Raven Crag and the

Armboth Fells on the right, a sublime spectacle was seen.

An easterly wind was blowing through the valley a light

drift of loose strato-cumulus, which clothed the hills in

mystery and gave a perspective effect of the most exquisite

gradation and tone. Beyond, Helvellyn arose in the sky a

glorious mass of what seemed at first sight a mighty snow-

clad alp. It might have passed for Everest or Dwalaghiri

in all their magnificence of virgin snow. A gradual and

harmonious recession of mountain masses led up to these

mighty mountain peaks, stretching continuously from a fore-

ground of valley and fell, and lifting one's very soul onward,

onward, upward, upward, to a heavenly world of purity and

light, which imparted new sensations by its strange blending

of the rock and fell below with the cloud scenery above.

But the peculiar feature of this rare and glorious sight was

the marvellous way in which the outline of the vast, rolling

cumulus adapted itself to correspond with the form of

Helvellyn. The effect was simply an immense, undulating

world of mountain scenery, toned and harmonised in colour,

outline, and surface-marking, so as to present one magnificent,

soul-inspiring, etherealised landscape alp beyond alp-

passing out into a heavenly mystery beyond.
It may perhaps be termed "accidental

"
;
but it is difficult

to account for these correspondences of form, which reveal in

(a
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so lovely a way the harmony of Nature's architecture. We
instinctively call to mind the "

messenger
"
cloud, clothing, at

a distance, the mountain-top, and which shows such a cor-

respondence in form and tone as suggests a sympathetic
force existing between the mountain and its atmospheric
vesture. But Nature's wondrous adaptations will ever

remain fraught with the mystery of subtle correspondence,
and prompt again the utterance of the poet,

" O Lord, how
manifold are Thy works

;
in wisdom hast Thou made

them all."



"WISK" AND WATERSPOUT

AN
ARROW, grey column of bending and swaying mist

at times descends into the valleys of Lakeland, the

upper part being blended with the cumulus drift about

the mountain-top, and, though exactly similar to the cumulus in

C. H. Cox.]

Waterspout, First Stage, at distance.

colour and texture, it apparently consists of more condensed

particles. This " wisk
"

is understood by the natives to be

indicative of the approach of rain. It consists, indeed, of
64
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Waterspout, near at hand.
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fine rain
;
but that it is a sign of anything more than a

shower, I have reason to doubt, as the phenomenon was

distinctly visible over Blencathra on October 4, 1894, about

sunset, descending like a column of a waterspout from a light

strato-cumulus, i.e., the same light, smoke-tinted strato-

curnulus which attended the September drought which had

preceded it. Only a very light shower fell in the evening, the

following days being fine, calm, and dry. The shower was

very local. The form of this curious phenomenon results

probably from a spiral current descending.
The resemblance which the " wisk

"
has to the form of a

waterspout is so striking that I make no apology for insert-

ing here the accurate and graphic sketches of the different

stages of a waterspout's birth and death, taken off the

Florida coast and sent to me by Mr. C. H. Cox, of Liverpool,

together with his own notes.

"In January last I came by steamer from Galveston to

New York. Off the Florida coast we came into a large
circle of waterspouts, some very near the ship, and some at a

considerable distance. I enclose you some sketches of them,

believing that they will be of interest to those who study

atmospheric phenomena, as some of the characteristics were

to me novel and difficult to account for.

" Some of them were of short duration, others lasted fully

an hour and disappeared gradually.
" No. I is a sketch of a distant waterspout of elongated

shape. This appeared to be slowly taken up into the cloud

above.
" No. 2 is of one very near the ship. It was broad and

short, and appeared in circular motion where it entered the

cloud. The water seemed to be drawn up on one side, but

to be falling on the other. Beneath it the sea was in violent

disturbance, and drawn up by spiral motion in the form of

spray. I estimated the diameter of the circle of water

affected by the waterspout to be about one hundred yards.

This endured for the best part of an hour.
" No. 3 was at first similar to No. I in formation, but
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its disappearance was very singular, assuming the shapes
shown in Nos. 3 and 4 before it finally became part of the

cloud above it."

The " Wisk " shows little or no rotary movement
;
at any

rate none appears to have been noted. It is otherwise with

the waterspout, so the analogy breaks down in an essential

point. Intense energetic molecular motion alone can account

C. H. Cox.]

Waterspout, Second Stage.

for the enormous masses of water which are sucked up to the

sky in a waterspout.
With regard to Sketch No. 2, Mr. Cox remarks that the

water "seemed to be drawn 1

up on one side, but to be falling

on the other." Let the reader imagine a particle whirling

round with the axis of its spiral at a distinct angle with the

plane (theoretic) of the sea. He will then realise that the

appearance of rising on one side, and falling on the other,

will be a necessary result of such a spiral ;
and also, that the
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particles will seem to rise on the near orfar side of the spiral

just according to the direction it is taking upwards or

downwards. J

Thus, in a waterspout, a particle of water moving in a

screw with a very fine thread will only give the appearance of

a very slight ascent or descent
;
but this will vary also accord-

ing to the angle of the whole column's inclination to the

C. H. Cox.]

Waterspout^ Last Stage.

earth-plane. A column nearly perpendicular, and a spiral

motion of very fine thread will give very slight appearance of

ascent and descent.

Widen the thread of the screw
;
or bend the whole column

to an acute angle with the earth-plane, and the differential

movement becomes more obvious.

1 The best way to realise this is to imagine a particle moving from
the earth in a spiral, and then to picture the same particle returning to

earth by reversing its movement.
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This reasoning seems simple ;
but I dwell upon it because

it appears to have an important mathematical bearing on the

nature of the force at work in these peculiar phenomena. I

would suggest that it would be interesting to note, when

opportunity occurs, whether any reverse action of the particles

takes place ;
or whether the waterspout in its lower limb

always seems to fall by gravitation only.



FOLKESTONE PILLARS

THIS
cloud is a composite one, and is akin to the

" saw "
cloud or " bead

"
cloud, being, like these, an

attendant on thundery weather. It consists of tall,

upright, almost cylindrical-shaped columns of cloud, in texture

similar to hail or snow cumuli, and loosely united by a stratus

base. These columns, normally almost as wide at the vertex

as at the base, become frequently conical with lateral pro-

tuberances, and have a general resemblance to the narrower

piles and projecting arms of the ordinary electric cumulus.

This curious form, like the saw-cloud, is an attendant on

thundery weather. It is not very common, and its tall,

stately pillars, with clearly marked interstices descending
almost to the horizon, present a fine spectacle as viewed

seaward from some Kent or Sussex headland.



THE SNOW-CLOUD

THE
form of the snow-cloud is usually cumulus, and

the masses are often large. They frequently exhibit

many of the characteristics of the electric cumulus,

but are usually flatter in shape, and more frequently fall

into undulating lines or serried banks.

As in the case of hail, electricity appears to play a part in

the generation of snow. In very cold weather the masses

occasionally lie in long banks with undulations softly defined

and without strong contrasts. A more noticeable and dis-

tinctive feature is found in the loose, feathery processes which

mark the edging of the cloud and indicate its light texture.

Often a mass with a broad fringe of cirrus may be seen

softly sailing across a sky marked by patchy haze, the haze

being composed of a loose nimbus dropping ice-needles,

snow-crystals, or sleet. I have seen snow-crystals fall from

a perfectly blue sky. The tints of snow cumulus are mostly
delicate greys. Pink and rosy shades are often predominant.
The dark purple-grey nimbus of an approaching snow-

storm is known to all observers. Before the storm begins,

the cumulus forms a pallium and becomes more stratified.

It should be noticed that in breaking up after the storm is

ended, if the temperature does not change, there is an

absence of the differentiated lines, patchy cirro-stratus, and

varying currents so often seen after rain-storms. The drift

of cumulus returns again, or, after an interval, clear sky

takes its place. Heavy snow often comes on with the vast

sheet of electric haze (or
"
cirro velum ") darkening gradually,

with very little cumulus, into a dense, purple-grey snow

nimbus.
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OPTICAL CLOUD SHAPES

CERTAIN

.cloud shapes illustrate the oft-forgotten

fact that a cloud may be either visible or invisible.

In such a work as the present, cognisance is taken

almost exclusively of the visible forms. But the reader will

find remarks on invisible clouds in the portions devoted to

cirro-cumulus and cirrus.

These optical cloud shapes are due to refraction or reflec-

tion, chiefly the former. In consequence their position

corresponds to certain angular distances regulated by the

refractive power of their component crystals or rain-drops,

which form respectively halos or coronae. Hence their form

is usually a curve, normally circular. But it is a mistake

to speak of them, like a recent writer, as " the circles of

cirrus form of cloud." Such complex systems of halos

are formed by refraction of the rays of light into the form

of circles, by the ice-crystals composing the cirrus.

A halo is not a cloud, but the indication or effect of one
;

it may be taken as manifesting the position of a collection of

crystals i.e., an ice-cloud, otherwise invisible. Just so a

beam, in a darkened chamber, reveals by reflection the

atmospheric motes, &c.

It is allowed, however, that both cirrus and cirro-cumulus

simulate, at times, circles more or less irregular at the

angular distance of the solar or lunar halo and corona.

Doubtless, also, some of the rectilinear bars of cloud

appearing about the sun or moon are due to the crystalline

reflection supposed to originate the cross bars occasionally
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seen passing right through the luminary's disc. They are

both vertical and horizontal.

The "Sun-Pillar" is one form of this reflection. (See
" The Sun-Pillar.")

On the other hand, the circular curve of a " festoon
"

cloudlet is a limiting shape of the cloud itself caused by a

real circular atmospheric movement. Though the halo

indicates, in a clear sky, the portion of an ice-sheet, it does

not define its limits. This sheet may extend over the whole

visible heavens, as indicated at times by the halo of 90,
which sweeps round the zenith. (See notes on "

Optical

Phenomena."). This is not so with the Festoon Cloud, which

seldom covers any large space of the sky.
A sheet of loose, drifting cumulus will become distinctly

visible and exhibit a (previously invisible) nucleus of cloud

when passing the halo line. This I observed several times in

the fine weather of September, 1900.



THE SUN-PILLAR

THIS
very unusual and striking optical phenomenon

was seen in its full brilliancy, though only for about

fifteen minutes, at Westnewton, near the Cumberland

coast, shortly before sunset, on January 30, 1895. The

unusually severe frost, prevailing at the time, was charac-

terised by other rare appearances, e.g., the white rainbow

formed in the upper sky. (See Nature, January i/th, p. 274.)

This sun-pillar was highly luminous, almost like a con-

tinuation of the sun itself, making it appear like a huge comet

with a tail of even breadth with its own disc, and equally
brilliant in its entire length. Light, fleecy clouds, not cirrus,

but a loose drift of half-stratified
"
alto-cumulus," were

drifting above the declining orb of day from about E.S.E.

I may note here that this variety of cumulus certainly

contains, at times, quantities of ice-prisms. It was almost

continually prevalent during the long frost of January and

February, 1895, accompanied by bands of strato-cumulus

of loose texture and smoky tint. The occasional formation

of a pseudo-nimbus in the east, soon to clear away, was
another characteristic of this frost. A similar phenomenon
occurs during drought in summer.

The appearance of the sun-column as observed by Roth
is recorded in Kaemptz's

"
Meteorology." This observation of

Roth was most remarkable, the column having appeared
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before the sun had risen and containing a parhelion, which

was mistaken at first for the true sun. The sun shortly after

rose, and the column of light followed underneath it and

contained another parhelion.

Kaemptz himself has doubtless hit upon the right explana-
tion of this phenomenon, by a careful deduction from an

observation which he made on January 23, 1838. On that

From Sketch by S. Barber.]

Sun Pillar.

occasion both the upper and lower parts of the column were

visible
;
the height of the upper shaft was about the same as

seen by the present writer
; many luminous frozen particles

were floating in the air, and 'Upon examination these proved
to be isolated hexahedral films, about the size of a pin's

head.

Kaemptz rightly points out that there are no phenomena of

refraction here
;

it is simply reflection. In this he agrees with

Brandes.
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The observation now recorded, taken by myself at West-

newton, January 30, 1895, is useful, as agreeing with and

confirming Ksemptz's account, which is indeed a model of

exact description. The height of the upper column was

similar in both cases, the air contained ice-crystals, and the

breadth of the column was also the same.

In excluding refraction from the originating causes of the

sun-pillar, Kaemptz raises a difficulty to explain with regard
to Roth's description giving parhelia ; for it is admitted that

refraction is the usual source of these latter appearances.

They almost invariably exhibit the colours which correspond
to the refraction through ice-prisms. But, for all that, it

is undoubtedly reflection which must account for the sun-

pillar.

Let the reader consider the case of the long column of

light cast by the sun upon the smooth surface of a lake or a

calm sea, when near the horizon. Though broken by a

slight movement of the water, the bright band is normally of

the same width as the sun's apparent disc, which has its full

diameter projected upon the watery mirror throughout the

whole length of the column wherever equiangular incidence

of the light is possible. This equiangular incidence is,

of course, only possible in a line drawn directly from the

observer to the emitting body of light, whenever the reflecting

surface is horizontal. Thus, bands passing horizontally

through the sun are produced by the reflecting facets of

crystals that float vertically ;
while these columns which pass

vertically through his disc are the result of crystals or prisms
that float horizontally.

An examination of ice-crystals with a good lens will show
their immense variety. Replying to the question, "Why
some halos are concentric with the sun, while others pass

through the disc," Kaemptz says,
"
If it were possible to

study the crystals of snow that reflect and refract the light,

it would be easy to reply to that question. It appears to me

probable that these differences are due to the different forms

that the crystals may assume : if they are prisms floating in
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the air, a luminous circle is produced by refraction
;
if they

are lamellated crystals, the reflection produces a parhelic

circle passing through the sun." Now those who, like the

present writer, have carefully examined a shower of ice-

crystals will know the endless varieties that fall in the same

shower. It is not, therefore, surprising to find both kinds of

halos at times represented in one phenomenon. Such appear-
ances are recorded in treatises on meteorology, and an

instance occurred, as recorded by Mr. C. Wood, of Middles-

borough, on the evening of July 22, 1894, at Redcar. (See

Newcastle Chronicle.} The present writer witnessed a very

similar appearance on July nth, at Westnewton, Aspatria,

an account of which will be found in Science Gossip,

August, 1894, p. 133. Mr. Wood speaks of circles of "cirrus

form of cloud." I need hardly remind the reader that these

geometrical figures are due to optical law, and that, were

there no cloud visible, the result would be the same, and the

colours more perfect if the crystal were there in sufficient

quantity and variety. This I have confirmed by a variety

of observations.

Speaking of the quantity of these ice-crystals floating in

the air, a remarkable observation of the sun-pillar is given by
Lohrmann, seen near Dresden, on the evening of one day
and the morning of another. It was repeated on several

occasions afterwards. This gives us an idea of the countless

multitudes of crystals which may be present in one per-

spective view of the heavens. In accounting for the sun-

pillar in its vertical form, I have cited as analogous the band

of light reflected from still water. It maybe objected that

the particles of water are continuous, but the atmospheric ice-

crystals are not so. But the particles of water are not

absolutely continuous
; indeed, no particles of any form of

matter are. And the number of ice-prisms is quite sufficient

at times to produce the optical effect now described. A
more closely related instance of an apparently continuous

object reflected from separated points is to be found in the

beam of light passing through the aperture in a shutter
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and revealing the myriads of floating and moving motes

in a dusty, darkened room. This beam is exactly analo-

gous to the "
Jacob's ladder

"
beneath a rift in the strato-

cumulus i.e., watery particles revealed by an intenser

light. (Knowledge, 1895.)



ABSORPTION OF STRATUS BY SNOW CUMULUS

DURING
the great frost of February, 1895, one f the

principal storms was heralded by the appearance of

rapidly driving, dark, loose-textured cumulus at a

low elevation. Thick, well-defined bars of dark similarly

tinted fish-shaped stratus, of nearly equal dimensions at both

ends, moved along with this cumulus. For some time the two

forms quite maintained their individuality though evidently

together. But after a short period a rapid interaction took

place. The cumulus devoured the stratus drifting above it

{See article,
"
Interaction.") The strips and arches of the

latter broke up into loose, rounded segments, then merged into

and were absorbed by the rolling cumulus. Large bands

disappeared in a few seconds. I must note that the current

of air that bore these masses along was about S.S.E., while

the wind (it was an intense frost) blew from about east.

Thus it nearly crossed the cloud current above, which was

plainly an irruption.



THE CLOUD VEIL

RISING

and falling amid the craggy and mountainous

masses of the upper cumulus, as it rolls away when
the tumult of the elements is over, and adding

sublimity to its rock-like sides and jutting knolls, may be

seen at times the lovely wreaths of the " cloud veil." Its

pink, rosy, or delicate grey tints are often exquisite to behold.

It rises slowly by the side of the mysterious crevasses that

mark the sides of the rolling packs as they drift along ;
nearer

and nearer it softly approaches the towering peak ;
its delicate

fringes seem gently to touch the sides of the rolling mass,

when lo ! as you watch, the peak is gone. It is only for a

moment
;
the veil ascends

;
it is absorbed in the blue of the

heavens, and now the glory of the summit returns. But

while you turn aside for a few seconds, another has appeared
and pursues a similar course, and is absorbed in the blue or

the vast bosom of the cumulus.

These veils are difficult to interpret. They are formed,

most probably, by the fresh vapour rising from the earth.

Misty appearances at unusual altitude should be noted care-

fully. The cloud-veil is a mist, scarcely of the dignity of a

true cloud, and indicates rapid transition of forms. It means
unsettled weather, and apparently indicates warmer currents

approaching.



THE FESTOON CLOUD

THE
"Festoon" Cloud usually forms a part of a

pallium of some magnitude, drifting across the sky
in squally weather. Its form must be due to un-

dulating or rotating currents, in or around the cloud itself;

for it is inconceivable that ascending currents could originate

so peculiar a symmetry as at times marks this cloud as it

drifts across the sky. Its curves are occasionally as geome-
trical and evenly outlined as if described with a compass. On
such occasions the balls are larger than in the more ordinary

type, in which the droplets are irregularly elliptical. I have

seen a bank of this cloud come drifting from north-west

across the Mersey in a strong wind, under circumstances

quite precluding the idea of ascending currents being the

cause. Some of
^
the rounded festoons that depended free

from the cloud must have been 6 or 7 in diameter. The
curved droplets maintained their form and moved rapidly in

a strong wind. Though the circular form was so well

defined, the whole under-surface of the pallium had nimbus-

like character, and the clouds had a lurid yellow tint.

The more usual concomitants of this form are, however, a

dark, turbid sky, and a pallium of cirro-cumulus, generally

subsiding into nimbus. Under these circumstances I observed

it twice during the stormy summer of 1871, one of the cases

being immediately after a thunder storm. The fact of its

being a " foul-weather
"

cloud has often been verified. My
own observation shows that rain is more sure to follow it

than wind. In Lancashire I have heard it called " Rain Ball."
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One fact seems evident, viz., that the atmosphere is

saturated with highly-condensed vapour when this cloud

appears. Gyrating currents of cold air in the higher drift,

met by an ascending stratum of warmer moist air, may
perhaps account for this curious phenomenon.



BARRED CUMULUS

THE
phenomenon of "Barred Cumulus" is at times

very beautiful and striking. It is a well-defined

form and easy to identify. Very thin, level lines of

stratus will often be seen crossing the sun-illumined peaks

Arthur Cox.]

Barred Cumulus (electrical) discharging.

of some lowering pile of electric cumulus. The effect, often

very transitory, is doubtless partly the result of foreshortening
and the distance between the two clouds often greater than
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is suspected. But in dealing with cloud-forms we are bound

to take the forms as they appear to us, not as they would

appear from their own level
;
in fact, we are dealing with

"
phenomena." But that there is an association between

these two forms seems manifest, and this association shows

how near differing forms may be together, without sacrificing

their individuality. Experience shows that this combination

exists chiefly during electric disturbance rather on the outer

edge of the storm, or while the cloud-packs are rolling away,
than at the centre of disturbance.

The "Barred Cumulus" appears occasionally during snow-

storms. A noteworthy instance of action and interaction in

this case will be found under the headings
"
Absorption of

Stratus by Snow Cumulus " and "
Interaction."



THE HAIL-CLOUD

HAIL
Cumulus for the cloud that produces hail

generally is a form of cumulus has many points

of resemblance to the electrical cumulus. Thus, it

is marked by similar nodulous and lumpy projections, though
these are usually larger and flatter and more attended by
nimbus than is the true thunder-cloud

;
its outline is well

defined, though looser, softer, and more irregular in form, a

kind of intermediate between the snow cumulus and electrical

cumulus
;

it rises to great elevations
;

it forms a very high

purplish grey, steam coloured, or slatey nimbus, with dark,

smoke-tinted shadows. It has, at times, especially with a

clear upper sky, very strong contrasts of shadow and brilliant

lights.

The connection of special forms of cloud with certain

conditions of the watery or ice particles is well illustrated by
this cumulus, which nearly always attends the formation of

hail in quantity.

With regard to the supposed effect of electrical action in

the hail-storm, I may draw attention to these facts :

1. That the hail-shower is a frequent attendant on

thunderstorms.

2. That it has been observed to be a concomitant of Aurora

Borealis. Of this relation I took observations on November

9 and 10, 1871. The showers began a day or two previous
to the magnetic disturbance, and were attended by phenomenal
masses of the cumulus we are considering.

3. That there is a general resemblance in the hail cumulus

to the electrical cumulus.
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Hail is at times formed in a comparatively low atmospheric
zone. The writer was driving, in the summer of 1871, across

the path of a storm of thunder and hail. The descent of this

hail was marked by lines, which had their termination in dark

nimbo-cumulus, rapidly moving. The clouds came from the

north, and when the bank had passed over, there was no

trace of cirrus or cirro-cumulus in the upper sky. It is note-

worthy that this drift of cumulus could scarcely have been

above one to two miles high.

In passing, I must, however, note, that my observations

point decidedly to the inference that cirrus and cirro-cumulus

may both exist above us, concealed simply by distance in a per-

fectly blue sky. This is confirmed by aeronautic observations.

In the storm just noted, the hail that fell had the form of a

right cone, with a broad base. This mention of the form of

hail leads to a consideration of its varieties, which are

numerous. In size, the ice masses contained, at times, by
the atmosphere vary from the fine, almost invisible needles

that come with the cutting blizzard, in early spring, to the

aggregated blocks that crash from the heavens in a pheno-
menal tempest In warm climates they seem most severe.

In 1831, October 5th, masses as large as the fist fell at

Constantinople. On June 15, 1829, hail beat in the roofs of

houses at Cazorta, in Spain ;
and in Hungary, May 8, 1832, a

mass fell measuring a metre in length and width.

The suddenness of hail formation is perhaps the most inte-

resting feature of this subject, as it leads to a consideration of

the adjustment of those complex forces in the atmosphere on

which our life depends. Where there appears the utmost

complexity and uncertainty, all is regulated by law. The same

beneficent arrangement by which ice floats on water, nearly
its own temperature, is also in operation above us. As water

is water, even in the form of ice, it follows that air, or some
other gas, must be enclosed to give such buoyancy not only
to snow-flakes, but to ice crystals. We may be thankful that

wind currents are so regulated that aggregations of large ice

masses, the kind just referred to, are very rare.
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Many theories have been advanced to account for hail.

The reader will find a full treatment of them in Kaemptz's
"
Meteorology" and similar works. It seems plain that the

water particles in their transition state will form a natural

wedge, the point towards the earth, where the friction of the

air is greatest. In other words, the point in advance, whether

vertical or horizontal, will freeze last, the fluid particles being
driven back by the friction of the air in front. Hence will

result the formation of a cone, or, in the case of a mass pro-

jected horizontally and rotating, of a double convex disc.

Having carefully observed a storm when this double convex

hail appeared, of abnormal magnitude, I attempt to explain

it in this way :

The storm came on with a rushing wind, and the balls of

ice were dashed and tossed to and fro horizontally. They
had all the appearance of spinning on an axis. Now this

rotation, if kept up with horizontal projection, would result in

the form above described, viz., a double convex disc. The

congealing molecules would be driven outwards, by centrifugal

force, equally all round, until gripped from the axis outward

by congelation.

As the subject of hail-storms is very curious, I give the

following account of the Richmond storm, as witnessed at

Hornby, Bedale, Yorkshire, on July 8, 1893.



THE GREAT HAIL-STORM AT RICHMOND,
YORKSHIRE, JULY 8, 1893

ON
Saturday, July 8, 1893, the district around

Richmond, in Yorkshire, was visited by a thunder-

storm, accompanied by hail of so remarkable a

character as to deserve a permanent record. In certain

districts of Austria and Hungary the large varieties of hail-

stones are of more frequent occurrence than with us, great

destruction being at times caused among the smaller creatures

and birds. Very rarely in England are any creatures killed

by hail. But chickens and birds did not escape in the storm

of July 8th.

Hailstones of such a character and dimensions as fell

during this storm are usually accompanied by violent elec-

trical disturbance. The manner in which both hail and

rain fall, almost in a sheet, from a pallium of electrical

cloud, suggests that it is formed instantaneously, and that

electricity is the operating force.

The lightning upon this occasion was peculiar, the most

noticeable features being the continual occurrence of the
" Net "

form, which extended over a large area of the sky.

Excessively fine, thin lines were described by the current.

These lines were very minutely jagged, and of a white tint.

There was also a good deal of cross movement of the forked

discharges.

For some time, electrical forms of cloud had been prevalent,

and the most noticeable, after the storm, was seen in the

undulating formation of black and very dark copper-coloured
91
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stratus
;
this had a lumpy, foliated outline with cumulus

projections.

Some of the hailstones were as large as half-crowns, after

they had been melting for nearly an hour. Much larger

masses of conglomerated ice were observed to fall in certain

places, in the course of the storm. Some of these were

reported to be as large as a man's fist.

It was seen that a radiation of lines from the centre

characterised some of the hailstones, while others were marked

by a concentric formation in the ice. Many persons who

handled these small ice blocks testified to the intensity of the

cold which was experienced on touching them. It was,

indeed, painfully intense quite abnormal.

The destruction of glass in Richmond and the district

round was enormous. In the gardens of the Duke of Leeds,

at Hornby, so great was the havoc that the glaziers were at

work for seven weeks, repairing the damage.
This storm was preceded by an ominous and terrifying

noise, caused probably by the hurtling and rushing of the hail

through the upper part of the sky. The effect on its striking

the house from which the writer witnessed it, was like a

bombardment. The roar of the wind and hail, and the

smashing of glass, the white balls of ice, bounding upward
from the earth a yard high, in a kind of cloud, and the general

consternation, were an experience never to be forgotten.

After the work of destruction was over, the blackness of

the dense copper-tinted sky, marked by ugly twists and

threatening masses of dark cirroid formation, and variegated

by cross lines of dazzling forked and " net
"
lightning, gave to

the whole heavens a grand yet awe-inspiring expression.







THE CIRROID BAND, OR NOAH'S ARK

^T^TTTHY Noah should be connected in the folk-lore of

\ \ I clouds with a band of cirrus and cirro-cumulus

V V is hard to say, unless, indeed, it be supposed that

the cloud is associated with heavy rains. This cloud, how-

ever, or rather the series of clouds, has no such peculiar

connection
;

it frequently marks the approach of fine weather.

It is obvious that an elongated band or pallium will not

show to advantage if too near the earth. The first thing that

strikes an accurate observer is the height of this cloud. It is

of very various formation and may be

1. Pure cirrus
;
almost straight lines lying parallel, or fine,

soft-edged filaments.

2. Cirro-cumulus. In this case, the cloudlets are rounded

in form, spherical, with softened edges, and apparently uniform

elevation.

3. More condensed cirrus. Howard's "
cirro-stratus

"
with

lateral rays, justifying the term "
herring-bone" cirrus.

4. Patches of curved cirrus resembling lightly combed

locks, aggregated together in one broad band, reaching clear

across the sky, and very beautiful. (N.B. This form and

No. 2 are often indicative of fair weather. Both were visible

during August 10-26, 1894 giving useful forecasts.)

5. Composite bands, i.e., cirrus and cirro-cumulus inter-

mixed. These composite bands may be varied indefinitely,

one or other of the two types predominating. We may point

out here that, in forecasting weather, curved or true cirrus

should be carefully discriminated from rectilinear cirrus
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lying in patches. These patches form the " hen-scarts
"

of

the proverb

" Hen-scarts and filly tails

Make a lofty ship to carry low sails,"

and it is these patches that give significance to the proverb.
"
Herring-bone

" and zigzag patches of cirrus may often be

seen in the " Noah's Ark." Like the hen-scarts, they are

indicative of showery and changeable weather.

Upon review of many observations, the writer is of opinion

that the cirroid-band cannot be regarded as giving per se

any definite weather forecast, except, perhaps, the following :

viz., that soon after its formation, the wind has a tendency to

shift, often blowing across its line of direction. But its vary-

ing value should be computed from an analysis of its com-

position ;
if thus examined it well illustrates the utility of

observing cloud-forms. Its indications depend upon the

species, grouping and general complexion of its component

cloudlets. The cloud must be regarded as a high, stratified

sheet or pallium 'of indefinitely varied composition, narrowed

at the ends by perspective diminution. The problem to be

solved is the cause of the magnitude of this pallium.

The curious reader is referred to the remarks on the

" Auroral or Magnetic Cirrus," and " Auroral Cumulus."

Sections of the Cirroid Band are seen to form, at times,

after a heavy nimbus-pallium has lifted. These will form

very rapidly, as if descending from the inner recesses of the

upper sky, and several patches will appear parallel to each

other, tapering at the ends, and very thin and flat in

appearance. They will consist of parallel strips of stratus,

intermixed with cross-belts of small cirro-cumulus.

Such a formation took place on November 9, 1894, at

sunset, after a continuous gloomy cumulo-nimbus sky, lasting

all day, had lifted. The incomplete cirroid bands travelled

along in patches west to east, in the direction of their own

length.
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When the moon shone out a patch of considerable size

passed across its disc, showing a corona of very large dia-

meter. These phenomena of refraction (halos and coronae)

afford valuable indications of weather change : coronae

usually of rain
; halos, of rain and wind, or merely transi-

tion from wet to fine weather. But the circumstances of

each appearance should be carefully noted.

The Cirroid Band occasionally takes an amorphous or

degraded form in stormy weather, as seen by the writer

near sunset on the Cornish coast
;

it is then of low elevation

and resembles the cloud termed "
Cumulo-Cirrus," and has at

times a glowing, luminous, amber-yellow tint.



THE AURORAL, OR LUMINOUS, CLOUD

IT

is over forty years since the writer witnessed an isolated

auroral belt of equal brilliancy with that of March 13,

1895. On that former occasion the band of light, about

the same width as in the appearance in 1895, was very

definitely jagged and angular in form, much more so than on

the latter occasion.

On Wednesday, March 13, 1895, the auroral cloud was

visible in the North of England, at about 8.30, the colour

being yellowish white, and not much movement. At about

10 pm. the great belt of the aurora formed and spanned
the heavens, passing within about seven degrees of the

zenith, on the south side
;

it had a gradually widening

form, increasing from horizon to zenith. The western limb

sprang from a point near the arm of Orion. The line was

continuous, and the light strongest in the upper part It was

not a symmetrical arc like the bands of the great dome-like

converging auroras, but presented an angular divergence,

small certainly, but distinct. The two most curious features

of this rare appearance were the feathering of "
herring-bone

"

processes of light which formed upon one side of it, almost

entirely on the northern side, and the balls of light which

travelled rapidly along its course. I think it is important to

note, as bearing on the hypothesis of connection with clouds,
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that these balls of light travelled definitely along the line of

the band without passing off its sides. The wind, in the

upper sky, was apparently from the west, so the singular

spectacle was observed of dark patches, evidently some form

of hazy cloud, travelling along the belt in a direction exactly

opposite to the balls of light. I believe that these balls of

light had a greater elevation than the band itself. They
were not waves as in the great auroras of 1868 and 1869.

The feathering processes had a relation of radiation to a

S. Barber.]

Section of Auroral, or Luminous, Cloud.

(From Science Gossip.)

point near the summit of the arc. They moved visibly,

lifting from the sides of the band as if approaching a parallel.

It is well-known that in the great dome-shaped auroras, the

belts, which widen towards the horizon, converge to a point

not far from the zenith. Several forms of cirrus cloud were

represented in this last aurora, notably the small patches

lying nearly parallel and popularly termed "
hen-scarts.

n

This unusual manifestation evoked some amusing and

curious folk-lore comments among country people, and

sailors of Maryport termed it
"
Sailor's Belt," forecasting
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storms in consequence. The colour of this belt was chiefly

a yellowish or creamy white
;
the edges, which showed linear

stripes as well as radiating processes, being marked by a

strong red in certain parts.



AURORAL OR MAGNETIC CIRRUS

(From a Paper contributed to the Meteorological Society's Journal}

SOME
years ago a discussion took place in the pages

of Nature as to whether the Aurora Borealis was ever

visible by daylight. After a good deal had been said

on both sides, the question was, I believe, finally decided in

the affirmative. Admitting the accuracy of the observations

brought forward, the evidence seemed to be conclusive
;
and

I do not desire at the present time to raise this question

again but having contributed my mite in favour of the

visibility, or rather, of the daylight manifestation of magnetic

force, I will merely add that subsequent observations have

confirmed the result then arrived at.

The subject of magnetic disturbances is, however, also

interesting from its connection with certain forms of cloud-

especially that which has been termed "
Auroral," or "

Mag-
netic" Cirrus. The fact that atmospheric electricity has a

powerful influence in the generation of several species of

cloud, will probably be admitted by all who have observed

the sky in stormy weather
;
and this seems to be specially

true of Cumulus and Cirrus. At the present time my object

is to note the occurrence of a symmetrical form of Cirrus

(popularly known as Noah's Ark) in connection with a

manifestation of the Aurora, on October 23, 1877. Such

observations as go to prove a connection between magnetic
disturbances and the various cloud-forms are very interest-

ing, both with respect to those forms themselves, and the

103
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supposed relations existing between the magnetism of the

earth and atmospheric electricity.

On October 23, 1877, after a close, showery day, with

occasional squalls, a fresh breeze sprang up in the evening,

when the lower bank of low-flying cumulus cleared away,

leaving a zone or -belt of linear cirrus running about N.N.W.

and S.S.E. About 7.50 p.m., when I first observed this belt

of cloud, the separate bands of which it was composed had a

luminous ruddy tinge, and flushed faintly almost from end to

end simultaneously ;
not with a running or wavy motion, as

has often been observed in the case of that form of Aurora

which converges near the zenith. The texture of these bands

exactly resembled that of the hazy cirrus, or, as Howard
would say, cirro-stratus, which is often the originating medium

of the ordinary halo. In fact, there was a well-defined lunar

halo when this observation was made. The bands of cloud

were quite symmetrically arranged, and covered nearly the

whole heavens.

At 8.10 p.m. I took another observation. The bands of

cirrus had become broader, and their tint was whiter : some

had a pale greenish cast. The halo had grown very distinct,

and had an unusually luminous appearance. But the chief

point to be noticed at this period is the fact that the cirrus

bands had become more definite in form, and crossed the arc

of the halo in such a way as to break its outline and destroy its

symmetry. The irregularity of form resulting from the

peculiar motion of the cloud particles seemed to be a positive

indication, I may perhaps say a visible indication, that the

particles were affected by the magnetic waves. A certain

amount of irregularity in a halo is not very unusual when

there is much cloud
;
but when the arc alters its form during

a few moments' observation, as under the circumstances now

recorded, we have a definite intimation that the refracting

property of the ice crystals is disturbed by some abnormal

force. The motion and flashing of the bands of cirrus were

now so distinct as to leave no doubt as to the presence of mag-
netic action

;
or of some force acting almost instantaneously
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across the whole expanse of sky. The longer bands of cloud

were accompanied by shorter pieces that lay parallel to one

another, and resembled in form that kind of stratus which

often precedes a gale : the surface unbroken, and the ends

tapering off so as to give a fish-like outline. This is the

form of cloud which, when partaking more of the cirrus

type, and when seen at a great elevation, gives to the sky
the scratched appearance termed "

hen-scarts." On this

occasion these clouds seemed to flash out, or rather to be

struck out instantly from end to end as by some force

which condensed at once the invisible vapour lying in this

particular form. The phenomenon may serve to remind us

of an undoubted fact with regard to the genesis of cloud

forms, viz., that these may exist, not merely potentially, but

actually in an invisible state, or, to put the case in another

way, an aggregation of vapour or ice-particles may take place
in a particular generic form, and remain invisible till a certain

degree of condensation is attained from the effect of external

forces, the action of which may at any moment determine the

visibility of the cloud by affecting the polarity of its particles.

And it appears highly probable, from such observations as

those now recorded, that terrestrial magnetism exerts this

action upon cloud forms. We have to account for the fact of

an ordinary lunar halo rapidly changing its form under the

influence of magnetic waves : that is, if we are justified in

regarding the auroral currents as the result of magnetic
action. In regard to the halo itself, it will scarcely be denied

that its origin is due to floating ice crystals, and the degree of

distinctness and chromatic effect will depend upon the extent

of congelation. As I have suggested in a former notice 1 of

these phenomena, the changes of form may be much affected

by a slight melting of the surface of the ice-particles. But

whether the condensation and polarity of these particles, in

such cases as we are now treating, is affected directly by
electrical or magnetic force, or whether these latter affect

them by development or absorption of heat, is difficult to

1

Quarterly Journal of Science, January, 1878.
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determine
; indeed, the relation or connection (which I take

to be now demonstrated) may possibly be one of co-ordination

merely, not of cause and effect
;
the primary controlling force

being, so to speak, external both to those of electricity and

cohesion. As stated above, we have to account for the fact of

ice-particles in the atmosphere altering their degree of con-

gelation under the influence of auroral waves, and of cloud

forms altering their degree of visibility from the effect of the

same force.

These and kindred observations are interesting in their

relation to the theory of Sir David Brewster, that the earth's

magnetism is induced by the development of atmospheric

electricity. If it be granted that terrestrial magnetism has at

times a powerful action on the molecular movements of the

watery atmosphere, is it not probable that there is also occa-

sionally a force of attraction between the mass of the watery

particles and the earth which they envelop ? And if a force

of attraction, are we not justified in surmising that there may
also occasionally be a force of repulsion ?
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Alto-Cumulus (International Cloud Atlas, plate v. 9, 10).

This term is sometimes applied to the " Thunder-head "
or

" Electric Cumulus "
(Ley's

" Stratus Castellatus ") ;
but in

recent works refers to the Cirro-cumulus, composed of large

cloudlets occupying the intermediate cloud zone from two

to three miles high. This latter large variety, unlike

the lofty patches of finely granulated cirro-cumulus occupy-

ing the region of the cirrus, is not significant of weather

change or wind, but rather of fair weather. In spite of

the name, its elevation does not nearly approach that

of the peaks of the large masses of electrical cumulus or

"Thunder-head." It is rather a pallium of stratus than

a true cumulus. The International Cloud Committee

have applied this term, as explained above, to this large

cirro-cumulus, not to the " Electric Cumulus," though
the latter sometimes rises to loftier heights, or to Cumulo-

nimbus, into which latter cloud, however, the Alto-Cumulus

may be seen occasionally to develop on the approach of a

thunderstorm.

" Am'mal" Clouds (I.C.A., xi. 21
;

xii. 24). An expression
sometimes used by country people to describe the large, dense,

grey packs of advancing Fracto-cumulus often seen in the

van of a storm. It is to be noted that these are nearly always
a forming or condensing cloud

; accordingly they often

precede a heavy downpour. Hail cumulus and electrical

cumulus about to discharge their load often take these
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" Animal "
shapes. The " ram's head

"
is a frequent appear-

ance among their rolling packs. These cloud-shapes are

generally of the " Cumulo-nimbus "
type.

Anvil Cloud. The " Anvil
"
shape of a cloud is generally

regarded as one of the best intimations of an approaching

gale. Its character and composition appear to vary between

A. Old, photo.]

"Animal" Cloiids (Fracto Cumulus}.

those of cumulus and stratus. It should, if the writer is

correct, be regarded as cumulus rapidly condensing into

nimbus
;

first degrading into stratus and whirled round by
rotary currents of varying diameter. In form it greatly
varies. It is not seldom attended by

" Cumulo-cirrus" or
" Breaker Cloud "

(q.v.\ With regard to rotary currents,

these may be seen sometimes at work forming parallel bands
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of cylindrical-shaped
"
Dropping Cumulus "

;
the fresh accre-

tion forming from the outside, and condensing with a spiral

movement. (See
" Cloud Lines," Plate I, Fig. 4.)

Ark (Noah's) (I.C.A., ii. 4). A band of cloud, usually

cirrus, mixed with cirro-cumulus or cirro-stratus, often very
varied in the form of its cloudlets. " Noah's Ark "

or Cirroid

Band, rises narrow near the horizon, broadens as it passes

over the zenith and narrows again as it descends to the

opposite horizon. This cloud has caused much speculation
as to the origin of its form. It has no fixed direction, as

some writers have inferred from insufficient observations.

Its converging form is due to perspective ;
and it is often very

high and of great length. It is almost always followed by a

change of wind. Some have suggested that earth-magnetism

may have something to do with its origin The writer has

seen it formed by pure cirrus, lying in patches with their

threads in various directions and aggregated into one con-

tinuous band. The fact that the form results from perspective

shows that the length of the band cannot be estimated from

one point of observation. Short lengths of this cloud, how-

ever, may form part of an incomplete arch. The form and

grouping of the cloudlets is much varied. Cirrus, cirro-

cumulus, cirro-stratus, and long bands of narrow stratus may
compose it

;
or almost any combination of these various

constituents. The writer once observed two cirroid bands,

running nearly at right angles, form in one day. This was

at the conclusion of a drought, and preceded the change to

showery weather (1900).

Auroral Cirrus, This term is occasionally applied to

certain forms of cirrus which resemble streamers of the

Aurora' Borealis. They are probably pure cirrus rather than

cirro-stratus, and have been observed to precede the Aurora

Borealis.

Auroral or Magnetic Cloud. This term is applied to a very
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rare luminous appearance at a great elevation, probably far

above the range of ordinary vapour or ice clouds. It takes

the form of a long, irregular patch of light, permeable to star-

light, with jagged edges and at times indented with tapering

projections, which have been observed to approach and recede

from one another in the manner of a claw opening and

closing again. This very curious movement was seen in the

manifestation witnessed in the North of England a few years

ago. (See
" Luminous Cloud " and article

" Auroral Cirrus.")

Barred Cumulus (I.C.A., xii. 23). The first of these ex-

pressions represents the appearance of a band of stratus

tapering at the ends and crossing a pile of condensed or

"alto" cumulus. When the cumulus shows dazzling lights

and shades or pale yellow and coppery tints and the stratus

is dark grey, it is almost invariably an intimation of more or

less electrical disturbance. It is, however, seen in fine

weather. The bar of stratus cloud, after heavy rain, may be

observed at times to form with great rapidity, rise up the

sides of the cumulus and then break up into a band of loose

cumulus cloudlets, and finally disappear. It is then a
"
decaying

"
cloud, and its absorption indicates the approach

of finer weather. This interesting metamorphosis is chiefly

seen in the heat of summer.

The " Saw Cloud" is near akin to this bar of stratus, but

does not attach itself, when fully formed, to cumulus packs.

Bead Cloud. Before thunder storms a bank of strato-

cumulus sometimes forms a curling or foliated upper edge,

the cloudlets of which partake somewhat of the character of
" Electrical Cumulus "

(q.v.}. This cloud is usually dark in

colour and of a purplish or dark blue-grey tint. It is

commonly seen toward the horizon lying under large packs
of cumulus

;
not often isolated. When the serrated or

foliated cloudlets are on its under as well as its upper surface,

the result is a double serration, which may be termed a
" Double Saw "

or " Bead "
Cloud.
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"Breaker Cloud" (I.C.A., xi. 22). A variety of " Cumulo-

cirrus," or rather "
Cirroid-cumulus." This cloud, alluded

to under " Anvil Cloud," is a variety, not very uncommon, of

the cirrus seen at low elevations during and after thunder

storms and gales. Its form is that of a huge wave viewed

from the side and ready to topple over. It is probably a

forming cumulus, taking its shape from air currents above it.

(See
"
Cumulo-Cirrus.")

Capped Cumulus is perhaps a variety of the barred cumulus.

The bar of cloud forming the cap bends over the top, and

often follows the outline of the cumulus. It may thus indi-

cate a form of electrical attraction. (See
" Saw Cloud

" and
"
Messenger Cloud.") The I.C.A. takes it as alto-stratus.

Cirro-Cumulus (I.C.A., iii. 6). The cirro-cumulus cloud

may be either (i) in simple cloudlets
; (2) compound, i.e.,

mixed with cirro-stratus and cirrus
; (3) in a pallium or sheet

of large area.

In the first two cases it lies in patches ;
the cloudlets vary

somewhat in size and shape, though usually very uniform in

size, and its elevation is considerable. In the third case there

is little or no mixture of other clouds, and it may extend

almost over the whole expanse of sky. Its cloudlets, too, are

more uniform in size and more symmetrically rounded in shape.

This is a transition cloud usually attending weather-change,

or, at any rate, changeable weather. It is at times a
"
decaying

"
or "

dissolving
" cloud

;
but often precedes the

formation of a nimbus-pallium before rain or storms. In this

state it may be regarded as a degraded cirrus
;
but not con-

sisting of similar constituent particles. On other occasions it

seems to represent the transition of cumulo-pallia and nimbo-

pallia into cirro-stratus and cirrus, when the barometer is

rising and the weather clearing. Recent writers have treated

this cloud as the result of undulating currents of air con-

densing vapour in a kind of rhythm ;
in fact, as an instance of

"ripples." Probably this applies to various phenomena
9
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connected with the cloud
; e.g., the abraded, scaly appearance

known as " mackerel scales
"

supposed to precede gales.

But it can hardly apply to a sheet of rounded or globular
cloudlets. The centre of attraction in these and the

symmetry of form suggest a problem still unsolved.

Cirro-Filum (I.C.A., ii. 4 variety). A term used by some

writers for cirro-stratus (q.v.) and curved cirrus "filaments

(popularly termed " Mares' Tails "), when these are longer
than usual and somewhat matted. (See

"
Cirro-velum.")

Cirro- Stratus. This cloud, which is the stratus of the upper

cloud-region, frequently originates optical phenomena. In

composition, it is often rather straight cirrus than real

"
Stratus." It has very little to do with earth mists and

stratus of low altitudes
;
has but little bulk

;
is filmy in

texture, and in colour generally resembles ordinary cirrus
;

it

occupies much the same lofty altitude as the latter cloud.

One fact ascertained about this cloud is, that it frequently

consists of ice-crystals, as shown by the frequent halos which

it originates, and the various prismatic effects which it

exhibits. It is difficult to account for the various forms of

cirrus and cirro-stratus by the action of wind
;
some molecular

or magnetic forces probably operate in producing them. This

remark applies also to the " Noah's Ark " and " Auroral

Cloud" (q.v.).

Cirro- Velum (Ley's). A sheet of high filmy, hazy mist,

akin to cirrus, which attends and announces storms, especially

thunderstorms. This dark, broad sheet covers a wide area,

and in a mysterious manner drapes the upper sky in the van

of a cyclone, and often also precedes a thunderstorm.

(See "Electric Haze.")

Cirrus (Latin, a lock of hair). The crystalline or snow-

cloud of the upper air. It has many forms, e.g., cirro-velum,

cumulo-cirrus, &c. (q.v.). In form it approaches stratus on



E. Antoniadi, photo.]

Fibred Cirrus.

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)
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one hand and cumulus on the other, generally indicating

fine or transitional weather.

Cross Threads. Thin lines of cirrus, or " Stratus lenticu-

laris," lying at different elevations, will sometimes cause this

appearance. The direction of cloud lines, it may be noted,

cannot always be accounted for by air currents, as they

occasionally take a great variety of directions almost in one

plane. But it is not doubted that air currents are the main

factor in occasioning distribution. (See
" Thread Cloud.")

" Cumulo-Cirrus
"

(a variety of Cumulo-nimbus, I.C.A., xi.

22). This expression, though objected to by some meteoro-

logists, represents a very distinct type, and one of prognostic

value in regard to electrical disturbance. The term does not

intimate that it is composed of a mixture of the constituents

of cumulus and cirrus, but that it is a cumulus to some extent

partaking of the form of cirrus. It must be borne in mind

that cumulus is a vapour or rain cloud, normally ; though it

may contain snow-crystals the writer having seen a parhelion

upon the edge of a high cumulus. But cirrus normally
consists of ice-crystals.

Cumulo-cirrus has a much fuller, heavier, and denser

appearance than ordinary cirrus, of which it is a highly

degraded form, nearly approaching nimbus. It should be

noted that its elevation is also much lower than that of the

latter. Thus it affords a good illustration of the "law of

interchange of altitude" as representing electrical disturbance
;

for it usually happens that when the Cumulo-cirrus descends

in these heavier masses to comparatively low altitudes, the

cumulus proper also ascends in conical piles and overlapping
folds to quite abnormal heights.

As compared with the upper or normal cirrus, this cloud

has very little surface marking or striation.

Cumuio-Nimbus Grandineus (Ley's). See " Hail Cloud."

Cumulo-Nimbus Mammatus (Ley's). See "Festoon Cloud."
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Cumulus (I.C.A., x.). A mass or heap of anything
"
Insequitur cumulo praeruptus aquae mons" (Virgil). (Cf.

cwm and comb. Celtic.) The normal type of cumulus,
common in the lower atmosphere and in air currents near

the earth, has a roughly flattened spheroidal form. It is an

illustration of the tendency of loose particles of matter to

Captain Wilson Barker, photo.]

Shower Cuimtlus.

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.}

coalesce in globular shapes ;
and also of the curious fact that

the form and grouping of molecules of matter often indicate

the form of the whole mass. 1 The components of cumulus

1 Thus needles and crystals of ice suggest the elongated and
"
starry

"

forms of cirrus ; hail, that of the bulging, rounded
"
hail-cumulus;" and

raindrops and vesicles and bubbles, that of the ordinary cumulus.
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are generally minute drops and vesicles of water. On the other

hand, the components of cirrus and elongated clouds of the

higher currents are crystals and needles of ice.

Of course, the dominating currents of air and the direction

of these currents largely determine the actual shapes of cloud

masses, whatever their composition.
An accurate knowledge of cumulus is of prime importance

in weather forecasts
;

it is not only the most sensitive to

disturbing influences, but is the most frequently available as a

prognostic.

Cumulus is mainly a day cloud formed by solar radiation

and aerial convection
; consequently it nearly always appears

an hour or two after midday in warm weather. When its

formation takes place in large masses after nightfall, it is

indicative of rain, and often precedes thunder showers. {See
"
Cirro-velum,"

" Electric Cumulus,"
" Hail Cumulus," &c.)

The snow-shower frequently falls from a cumulus, which at

that time tends to form undulations and to project a cirro-

velum in front of it
;

and in cold weather the cloud

occasionally shows prismatic effects, parhelia, &c.
;
but for

the most part cumulus is a vesicular or vapour cloud. It is

obvious that vapour molecules may be rolled into the cumulus

form by wind currents. Such forms, however, are very

evanescent.

Dropping Cumulus (I.C.A., xii. 24). This form of cumulus

generally has a rapid horizontal movement and attends the

approach of heavy rain-storms. It is usually of a dark slate

or blueish grey tint, and somewhat resembles a bolster or

elongated sack inclined at an angle of about 90 to the

horizon and hanging towards the earth. Though apparently

very dense, it soon breaks up and rapidly changes form.

Dropping cumulus appears to indicate a saturated condition

of the, lower atmosphere. It is seen at no great elevation, and

generally with an overcast upper sky. This cloud may be

called a variety of Ley's
" Nubes Informis." In the I.C.A. it

is Cumulo-nimbus.
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Drought Cloud, or loose Strato-Cumulus. During droughts
the lower banks of clouds generally tend to stratified forms of

cumulus. The higher drifts form mixed and tangled pallia,

or sheets of filmy, grey cirrus. The highest and most

significant, before drought sets in, form perfectly straight

narrow cirrus strips. The cumulus is light in texture, of

smoky and brownish tints, and lies in drifts or rolls. The
cloud has no great elevation, is of a transient character, and

has a steady, drifting motion. Recent droughts in England
have been much attended by it (1897). Its movement is

generally perceptible enough. It is noteworthy that ordinary
forms of cirrus, in the upper cloud region, especially mixed

cirrus, do not occur to any extent in real drought, though so

often seen in ordinary fine weather. This form has a ten-

dency to twist and to form in long horizontal bands. One of

the surest signs of a break-up of drought is the occurrence of

bright lights and defined edges among the cumulus packs,

and the formation of cirro-cumulus in the higher cloud region,

together with patches or " swirls
"

of finely granulated cirro-

cumulus mixed with cirro-stratus.

Electric Haze. Frequently during thundery weather a thin

veil or shadow, mostly of a purplish grey tint, overspreads a

portion of the blue and upper sky, usually spreading upward
from the horizon and giving a dark and rather ominous

appearance to the heavens. This seems in some way to be

connected with electrical change in the atmosphere. It is not

a very common or striking phenomenon, but if once observed

may be easily recognised. (See
"
Cirro-velum.")

Festoon Cloud (I.C.&., xiii. 26). This is a pallium or sheet,

with baggy cloudlets on its lower surface suspended like folds

of drapery hung in festoons.' These festoons are attached to

a dark, turbid pallium or sheet of flattened cumulus. It is

a well-marked type of storm-cloud, and is seen best in

profile against the clear sky, when the light of the sun, ap-

proaching the horizon, streams under its canopy. (See article.)
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"Fish Stratus" (Alto-stratus in I.C. A.). Transitional

stratus of the middle zone of very varying elevation. It is

a vapour, not an ice-cloud, and to be distinguished from cirro-

stratus or "
cirro-filum." It tapers more or less at the ends, and

often has its packs lying one over another. From a distance

these may appear in a dense mass. The writer once saw

them, of dark slate colour, moving in the van of a snow-

storm. The cloud is common enough in calm, showery
weather. Working outwards from the centre, a bank of

stratus will naturally push its ends out sideways in a still

atmosphere. The cloud is generally seen foreshortened ;

representing really a rough segment of a disc or ellipsoid ;

but its form readily merges into cumulus on the approach of

wind. The steady, fixed appearance of clouds, as described

by Ruskin, 1
quoting Homer, is due to their distance disguising

the rapid alteration of particles and minute physical changes ;

the same disguise occurs in the case of an apparently steady

candle-flame.
" Fish

"
Stratus is a somewhat dense and often dark tinted

form of stratus, of rounded and rather bulging sides and

tapering ends, and frequently precedes rain-storm. It is

sometimes seen lying in packs together like goldfish in a

tank, in which case the probability of a storm following soon

increases
;

it does not always, however, indicate rain. Some-

times the clouds lie one capping the other like the
"
Messenger Clouds," to which it is near akin.

Folkestone Pillars. Sometimes a base of strato-cumulus or

cumulo-nimbus will have on its upper side a series of tower-

ing conical processes ascending from it to a great elevation.

These prominences rise up at times, like gigantic pillars from

the bank of cloud that forms their base
;
hence the name.

Their surface generally resembles that of the electric cumulus,

though not quite so lumpy and nodulous. They are some-

times almost cylindrical in shape.

1 See his " Storm Cloud of the Nineteenth Century."
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This formation, which occurs in unsettled and especially

in thundery weather, resembles, on a larger scale, the cloud

termed by the writer " Saw Cloud." The most striking

instance of " Folkestone Pillars
"
seen by the writer was near

Dover. It is probably caused by upward currents, with a

spiral motion rapidly ascending while the atmosphere is

cooling. That the resemblance between this cloud and the

smaller " Saw Cloud
"

is based on similar conditions and

currents may be inferred from the fact of both occurring in

connection with electrical disturbance.

Halo Cloud. When the cirrus acquires anything like a

complete circle, it is when it surrounds the sun or moon,

becoming visible chiefly by refraction of light in its particles.

At such times the appearance of the cloud is due mainly to

position ;
as it is really an optical phenomenon, and is highly

prismatic. Colours caused by refraction among the ice-

particles may nearly always be seen among the folds of such

evanescent cloud forms. These colours, however, are not

necessary to prove that the visibility is due to refraction, for

grey and even white rainbows and halos are at times seen.

This circular cloud, if removed to a greater or lesser angular
distance from the sun or moon, would generally become
invisible. (See

"
Optical Clouds.")

Honeycomb Cirrus. A transitional cloud, generally cirro-

cumulus, drying up or "
decaying," not degrading into cirrus.

Sometimes geometrical forms are approached by this type
of cloud

; e.g., a kind of roughly hexagonal edging with

hollow centre. Cross patching, however, of linear cirrus

lying at two different altitudes and in two or more directions

gives rise to similar appearances.

Luminous Cloud. This, the loftiest variety of cloud, if

indeed it is a cloud at all in ordinary parlance, is called by
Clement Ley, "Nubes Fulgens." It is a rare phenomenon, only
observed three times by the writer. Many doubt whether its
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Cirrus, or " Mare's Tail"

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)
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light is inherent or reflected from the sun from an immense
elevation. From a consideration of the movement * attend-

ing the cloud, the writer feels no doubt as to its having some
connection with the Aurora, whether attended or not by
vibrations of the magnetic needle. Its peculiar colour also

favours the theory of inherent luminosity. It has been seen

so late after sunset that, with due regard to the position of

the sun, its height probably far exceeds the height assigned
to it in Ley's table, viz., about 300,000 feet. Its origin and

composition are entirely unknown. Ley asserts that it seems

to be rarer than formerly ;
it may be a periodic and cosmic

phenomenon.

Mackerel Cloud (I.C.A., iii. 6. This term is used of the

high sheets of small cirro-cumulus). The cirro-cumulus

cloud has been sub-divided into " Stratus Maculosus
"
and

" Cirro-Macula
"
by Ley. These composite cloud-pallia take

an immense variety of forms. Long filaments of cirrus, and

patches of cirro-cumulus and stratus maculosus, i.e., the

variety with larger cloudlets, appear commonly in England
during periods of weather change, whether gales follow or

not. (See
"
Spatter Cloud.")

Mares Tails (I.C.A., ii. 4 variety). Normal or typical
"cirrus" is almost always curved. When not mixed with

straight cirrus, especially when in small patches over a large
area of sky, it indicates fair weather. If, however, these

patches increase in volume till they are like cumulus and are

found in the lower middle sky forming alto-cumulus, expect

change. (See article,
"
Altitude.")

Thin, loose cirrus in long twists, to which the above name
is given, have a wider curve than the fair-weather cirrus of

the higher sky. They have also a lower altitude, and are

often attended by a filmy, blueish appearance (Ley's
"
Cirro-

Filum ") in the height of summer, forming
"
Electric Haze "

See article, "Auroral Cirrus."
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Messenger Cloud, or Messengers. This name, used in and

perhaps peculiar to the northern district of Great Britain

and the Lake country, seems to indicate a belief that the

cloud is thrown off from the object with which it is associated.

Sometimes this object is a mountain or rising ground, some-

times another cloud
;
in the latter case it is generally a well-

defined mass or cumulus, which is capped or arched over by
the Messenger at a short distance. The Messenger itself,

though it has at times a great look of being simply a bending
"
Stratus," is, however, more frequently of a loose cumulus

character. This is generally the case when it overarches

another cloud. The cloud termed " Fish Stratus," which is

not true stratus however, sometimes forms a concentric series

of "
Messengers," one overlapping the other. This cloud is

closely allied to the stratus that is seen crossing an Electrical

Cumulus pile to form " Barred Cumulus." The latter is for

the most part an electrical combination, though not un-

common in fine, warm summer weather. "
Messengers

"
are

thought to betoken rain in the Lake district. They are

commoner in a mountainous than in a flat country.

Nimbus. The common name for
" Rain Cloud," i.e., a

cloud from which rain is actually falling. It is usually a

sheet or pallium, and not far from the earth. The upper

portion is frequently cumulus. Cumulus, with a lowering

temperature or pressure, readily forms nimbus in its under

part ;
but typical nimbus is a pallium or sheet which may

hold for many days together and cover a vast area. It is to

be noted that cumulus during thunder storms often has a

nimbus base, though its summit is of vast elevation. The
" Hail Cloud," which is closely akin to the "

Electric

Cumulus," also forms a cumulo-nimbus or shower cloud of

hail. This last type is usually seen at the first approach of

winter. Tennyson has depicted the appearance of thundery
nimbus well in these lines :

"The ragged rims of thunder brooding low
With shadow streaks of rain."
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It seems now generally considered that dust particles in the

atmosphere are needed to precipitate vapour into true

nimbus.

Strictly this is not a cloud species, but a condition of various

clouds, viz., that in which they are discharging their contents.

In the oldef writers nimbus is defined as " The Rain Cloud
"

;

but more recent ones (e.g., Ley) apply the term to hail and

snow cumulus
;

thus " Nimbus Grandineus
"

(Hail-fall),

Capt. Wilson Barker, photo.]

Fog, or Nubes Informix.

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)

"Nimbus Nivosus" (Snow-fall). The latter terms apply to

a continued downpour ;
and two other terms, viz., Cumulo-

nimbus Grandineus, and Cumulo-nimbus Nivosus are given

by Ley to represent the " Hail-shower
" and the " Snow-

shower." From this the reader will see that excessive

refinement of nomenclature may involve difficulties. Thus,
it is an unknown phenomenon that hail should continue to

fall for any long period say three hours. From this we
infer that " Nimbus Grandineus

"
is not parallel to Nimbus

Nivosus, and that although the base of " Nimbus Grandineus"
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may appear like that of Nimbus Nivosus, it is in reality the

lower part of a pack of Cumulus, and the hail necessarily

ceases when the cumulus has rolled over. In fact, the short

duration of the hail-shower is determined by the magnitude
of the rolling mass, and the suddenness of its onset and con-

clusion is indicative of its following the well-defined edge
and limited size of the Hail-cumulus as it advances and

recedes.

Noah's Ark. A popular term for
" Cirroid Band." (See

" Ark " and chap, on " Cirroid Band.")

Nubes Informix (see
"
Cloud-rack"). This term, used by Ley

in his
"
Cloudland," may represent Fracto-nimbus, Fracto-

cumulus, or Fracto-stratus at a low elevation, and is the

proto-plastic material or first condition of visible vapour
from which defined forms arise, or their broken up material

after degradation.

Optical Clouds. By this term we distinguish clouds only
visible in certain positions from those whose composition
renders them conspicuous in any part of the sky and with

an ordinary amount of diffused light. Halos are sometimes

partly broken in outline and of varying diameter, and con-

nect themselves with "
optical

"
forms. The most perfectly

formed halos and coronae, however, are seen in almost

cloudless skies, and are rare. Irregular and broken forms

of halo seem generally attended by cirrus or cirro-stratus. (I

may note in passing that
"
Strato-cirrus

"
or "

Stricto-cirrus
"

would be a better term for this cloud, as it is often of the

same composition as cirrus.) The writer has often watched
"
optical

"
clouds come into sight at the angular distance of

a halo from the sun or moon, and then, as soon as they had

drifted past that position, disappear. In the autumn of 1897,

after a very wet period, a change to fair took place, indicated

by the appearance of " Cirroid band." The sky cleared, and

while watching the sun, I observed one or two small oval-

pointed clouds in the higher air advancing towards the sun's
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disc. They reached a certain distance from the sun, and
then rapidly vanished. Others following became, visible

in about the same position, advanced in the same way,
moved a similar distance, and then disappeared when they

approached the sun. The same phenomenon was seen in

moonlight a few weeks after, and the clouds were similar in

form and colour. After rain fair weather may be expected
when these optical clouds appear. Their oval form as well

as their visibility are probably due to refraction. In frosty

weather cirrus and cirro-stratus, at about the distance of a

halo's arc, are often visible when they would become invisible

if removed to a greater angular distance.

Pyramid Cumulus, or Inverted Cone Cloud. The tendency
of cumulo-nimbus clouds to converge towards the earth,

i.e., to reverse the normal position of base and apex, is

worthy of attention, as representing an electrical condition

of the air.
" Funnel Cloud,"

"
Wisk," and "

Waterspout
Cloud

"
indicate abnormal forces at work. These forces

apparently take the form of spiral and semi-cylindrical
currents. The rising of the sea to meet a waterspout cloud

suggests a force with a variable spiral movement emanating
from the earth and connecting earth and sky. In water-

spout cloud the swaying and bending of the column as

it breaks up is an interesting phenomenon. The upper
surface of Pyramid Cumulus consists of strato-cumulus

of a highly electrical character, and the lower portion is

drawn down by descending spiral currents, or by force

of attraction, towards the earth. (See
" Cloud Lines," Plate

I. Fig. 3.)

Rag or Cloud Rack. This cloud of the lower sky may be

seen rolling along in the van of a rain-storm, especially when
a gale is approaching. It has an ugly and threatening look,

and takes no definite and geometric shapes. Ley calls it

" Nubes Informis," and says it is a " cloud movement." This

it certainly is, being usually borne rapidly upon the breeze. If
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it drops no rain and grows smaller as you watch it, expect
fairer weather

;
if it drops at all or increases in volume,

expect the resulting cumulus packs to form into nimbus and
descend in rain.

Rain Ball. A provincial (Lancashire) name for the
" Festoon Cloud," when it takes a circular or semicircular

outline in its lower surface. The upper part of the cloud

is usually turbid and ill-defined in form, and appended to

a higher stratum. The writer has once or twice seen this cloud

in an almost perfectly circular form, with smooth, unbroken

edge. It is associated with nimbus, and shows lurid yellow
and brownish-yellow tints, and a turbid, agitated appearance.
This form of cloud has a very threatening appearance, and is

commonly attended by squalls and rain-storms. Its geomet-
rical circular outline has not been satisfactorily explained.

(See
' Festoon Cloud.")

Plague Cloud or Cirro-Pallium. This is an occasional

or amorphous form of a matted cirro-pallium ;
Ruskin's

u
plague-cloud," which he has moralised on and otherwise

denominated the " Storm-cloud of the Nineteenth Century."
When rain is approaching, it may be noticed that at certain

periods, e.g. during a drought, the curves of cirrus sometimes

lose their character and become bent, twisted, and, as some
would put it, degraded ;

thus giving rise to that ugly, matted,
and confused confluence and crossing of lines which excited

the abhorrence and vaticination of the great art-critic. It

certainly has at times a scraggy and ominous look, and a
"
mangy

"
appearance like dirty, matted hair. A thin veil

of almost transparent cloud, mixed with cirrus lines, spreading
over a large portion of the sky, is often a concomitant of

thundery weather.

N.B. Such appearances as the "
plague-cloud

"
suggest

a few remarks on the physiognomy of the sky. The sky

may be "
lovely,"

"
threatening,"

"
lowering,"

"
ominous,"
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"
terrible,"

" tumultuous
;

" and to a susceptible mind it

may be expressive of sublimity, grandeur, joy, and even

tenderness. Sadness and gloom may be so visibly written

upon the face of the sky that even the unimaginative
receive the impression without suspecting the cause of their

own depression or exhilaration. It is interesting to observe

E. Antoniadi, photo.]
Cirrus with Wisps,

(Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)

how far these varying
" moods "

of the sky represent actual

physical change.
A very black or blue-black patch of cloud commonly

represents the presence of some mighty force of electricity

causing molecular condensation. The dark blue sheet of

bulging strato-cumulus that spreads from the horizon to the

zenith is felt by common experience to announce the ap-

proaching thunder storm
;
while gigantic, rocky masses rolling
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up with the wind at once suggest a gale ;
but few observers

are aware that the dazzling white lights and contrasts of

cumulus packs are a surer sign of rain than the blackness of

the blackest cloud. During droughts an ominous gloom is

often rapidly formed, and to a practised observer is rather

indicative of dry weather than wet
;
but this particular form

of expression arises from a pallium of no great extent and

rarely reaches beyond or even down to the horizon. The

gloom that precedes storms is more resident in particular

cloud-masses than extended through the atmosphere gener-

ally, and is attended by striking contrasts, overlapping
folds or sheets, craggy and cylindrical prominences and

finely indented outlines.

The "plague-cloud," which the writer has ventured to

compare to a mat of hair extracted from a brush, has

certainly an ugly and ominous appearance. Its occurrence

after certain irregular intervals, and its
"
staying

"
faculty

when once it sets in render it an interesting study. This

remark also applies to the smoky-tinted and persistent

pallium of Drought most remarkably evidenced during
the summers of 1898 and 1901.

Saw Cloud. When a succession of peaks or foliated sum-

mits of electric cloud rise from a base of stratus they form

a jagged horizontal belt of strato-cumulus, for which the

writer has ventured to coin the term "Saw" cloud. This belt

is of a darker tint and much more condensed than the strato-

cumulus band which occurs in dry and settled weather.

The saw cloud, on the other hand, is nearly always a con-

comitant of electrical disturbance.

A double form of the saw cloud, in which the jagged peaks
or cumulus processes appear both underneath and above the

axial base of stratus from which they emanate, is more rare,

and possesses the same prognostic value as the primary form :

it may be termed " Bead cloud."

The cloud termed " Folkestone Pillars
"

(q.v.\ a decidedly

electric form, is an abnormal development of this form.
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It is caused by upward currents of vapour ascending to an

unusual height in a still, warm, yet cooling atmosphere. It is

more common on the east than on the west coast of England,
and characterises the Straits of Dover and the German
Ocean.

Scud. Low flying masses of loose cumulus. A sheet

of scud is seen at times moving rapidly between two other

drifts of cloud. This is a form of cloud cognate with earth-

mists and sea-fog. It is frequently an evaporating or
"
decaying" cloud. Thus, on the Cornish coast, November 18,

1897, while the sky was clearing, a "
Cirroid band" forming,

and bright, fine weather coming on, packs of low, rapidly-

moving scud from the Atlantic kept passing over the land

for hours. It gradually evaporated and ceased at nightfall.

There seems small attraction between its particles. With
a still air below it seems to direct itself in a straight line

to some point beyond, as if drawn by some mysterious
attraction.

Sea-fog. The sea-fog forms often in compact masses

within a short distance of the water and makes a straight

course for the land. I have watched these loose cumulus-

like packs of vapour floating over the surface of the sea and

advancing to a certain point on the coast, at the close of a

fine autumn day. A fog on shore rapidly resulted and was

evidently limited by the limits of the cloud, which in ap-

pearance was cumulus, of the type called by Ley
" Nubes

informis."

I have also seen from the high ground near Padstow, in

Cornwall, a patch of misty cloud like steam lying on the

still surface of the Atlantic over a few " acres
"

of sea, after

a warm day. It had a well-defined edging and moved slowly

along the surface through the still air.

The Kent coast adjoining Folkestone is peculiarly subject

to sudden inroads of rolling cumulus of this character. The

rapidity of this cloud's movement is a little mysterious and
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quite out of proportion to the perceptible air-currents through
which it is borne along.

Spatter Cloud (Barber's) or Electric Cirro-cumulus. When
cirro-cumulus does occur during an electric condition of the

air it takes a peculiar form and deserves a characteristic

name. This is a valuable and but little-known weather

A. Horsley Hinton, photo.]

Serrated Cumulus, or Saw Cloud.

prognostic. As in the case of the " Saw "
or " Bead "

cloud, its electrical nature seems to have escaped most

observers.

Its peculiarity is that it commonly differs from the

ordinary cirro-cumulus in forming below a mass of stratus

or cumulus, while ordinary cirro-cumulus has usually a clear

sky above it
;
this gives it a darker shade. It also forms at

lower altitudes than the normal cirro-cumulus, thus affording

an illustration of the law of "
interchange of altitudes

"
else-
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where referred to. The peculiarity of its form is that it is

fairly defined on one side^ and on the other brushed away
and blended with the surrounding cloud masses. It is also

flatter than ordinary cirro-cumulus. (See "Cloud Lines,"

Plate I. Fig. 5^.)

Strato-cumulus. See "
Drought Cloud."

Stratus (Latin : Strewn or level, /.., level cloud). Stratus

varies so immensely in extent, altitude, and composition that

it is hard to treat of it in general terms. Strictly speaking,

the cloud must always be more or less curved, as following

the contour of the earth, which is spheroidal. Normally it is

placed underneath the forms of cumulus, in the second zone

of elevation, so that, in settled weather, ascending from the

earth, the order will be :

1. Fog and mist.

2. Forms of stratus.

3. Forms of cumulus.

4. Cirrus, cirro-stratus, and cirro-cumulus. (See
" Altitude

"

and " Absolute Height.")

The term " Stratus Maculosus "
is applied by Ley to cirro-

cumulus, which he treats as a compound stratus.

This cloud is soon broken up by the approach of currents

of air, so that it may normally be regarded as a cloud

of calm weather. As its altitude varies much, so does

its composition. The higher forms called cirro-stratus

often show prismatic phenomena, indicating the presence
of ice-particles. At lower elevations it consists of vesicles, as

does cumulus, into which latter form it often resolves itself.

Stratus Lenticularis (I.C.A., iv. 8). This term is given by

Ley to the bands of stratus lying in the intermediate region
between cumulus and cirrus. It appears very dense and dark

at times, but is mostly a transitional cloud, of no great density,

attending rapid changes of weather. (See
" Fish Stratus,"

" Barred Cumulus," and " Thread Cloud.")
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Thread Cloud (a variety of "
Stratus Lenticularis," Ley).

This term is adopted by the writer to picture the fine, dark,

attenuated lines of transitional stratus, called by Clement

Ley
" Stratus Lenticularis." They are usually more or less

parallel, and occur in showery and wet weather. The line of

this cloud is sometimes so thin and dark as to resemble an

undulating wire. On one occasion the writer mistook it for

a telegraph wire. This form of stratus usually represents

Capt. Wilson Barker, photo.]

Stratus.

Reproduced by permission of the Proprietors of Knowledge.)

vapour which is being absorbed into a larger pallium or

bank of higher cumulus. It is closely akin to the "messenger
cloud

" and to the stratus bands that cross the peaks of

electric cumulus. Sometim.es a broader bank of the cloud

will resolve itself, whilst under observation, into several

thin, parallel threads, which then become absorbed and

disappear.

" F" Point. The point on the horizon (i.e., the vanishing
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point), where the long bands of cirro-stratus, cirro-filum

or mixed "
cirroid bands "

converge. This indicates the

direction in which the cloud generally moves
;
but obser-

vations are said by Ley to give an average direction of

movement from a point about 15 west of this vanishing

point. (See
"
Cirroid Band.") Let the reader take cum

grano the theories regarding this point and concerning the

"Noah's Ark."

Elliot Stock. Paternoster Row, London.
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